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A coroner's jury has ruled justifiable
homicide in the shooting death of a 65-
year-old Route 1, Dexter man by a
Calloway County sheriff's deputy.
during an attempted arrest Friday.
The six person jury handed dawn the
ruling about 1 p.m. Monday in con-
nection with the death of Jacob W.
Pickel about 2:30 p.m. Friday at his
home in the "Duncantown" area of
Calloway County.
According to Calloway County
Coroner Tommy Walker, Pickel was
killed Friday afternoon after being shot
in 'At* ched lay_Calloway ,Ccainty _
1 sheriff's deputy Bobby Holmes while
Holmes and Max Morris, the Calloway
County sheriff, were attempting to
arrest Pickel on a. menacing charge.
Pickel was pronounced dead about 2:45
p.m. Friday, Walker said.
Testimony--during the inquest in-
dieated Piekel btaridished a butcher
knife and was shot when he failed to
heed warnings from the deputy-an-








Flineral services for Pickel were
Monday at Linn Funeral Home in
Benton with burial to follow later in
Union Cemetery ar Lebanon, N. J.
Calloway County:Attorney Max
Parker, who with Walker conducted the
hearing Monday, said the ruling from
the inquest jury was unanimous.
Mrs. Jacob Pickel, one of a number of
witnesses who testified during the
hearing, told the Jury that her husband
left the Pickel home about-. 5 p.m.
Thursday for unknown reasons. She
testified earlier that her husband '`bad
t'moatai-probleina"-and hat:attempted
suicide on at least two occasions.
She indicated that later during the
evening Thurstlay she called Murray
Police Department's dispatcher who
also handles calls for Calloway County
Sheriff's Department.
That dispatcher, Billy Joe Parker,
verified taking Mrs: Pickel's call and
testified Mrs. Pickel told him her
husband "left ln a rage" about three
hours before. Parker said he put the
RABBIT JUDGING--Paul Bailey, chairmen of the 4-H bit show,
examines an exhibit during the contest Monday. The rabbit shoWW4S part
of the annual Murray-Calloway-County Jaycee Fair going on this weeksat
the Jaycee Fairgrounds on KY 121 north of Murray. Activities Monday also-,
included a demolition derby and official opening.
•••
— CATTLE EXHIBITORS-A group of exhibitor* show off their cattle during
judging Monday at the county fair sponsored by the Jaycees. The fair of-
ficially opened Monday with a denicilition derby Monday night. It con-
tinues tonight with a four wheel drive pull slated at 7:30 p.m.
4 s
asw...- areas.
NO TIME FOR A TUNE UP-Ronnie Blakely had to do some engine repair
during last night's demolition derby at the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair. Blakely, who lost a tire also, was in a final heat of the derby. Sammy
Pitman took first place in the derby with Kenny Gallimore winning second
and Greglaansfield third.
Photo, By Jennie B. Gordon
description of Pickel-and his vehicle on
an all points bulletin.
Deputy Johnny Rickman testified
that he talked to Mrs. Pickel Thursday
evening. Mrs. Pickel told Rickman her
husband ' 'did need to be picked up," but
the deputy testified he could see no
grounds 4 that time to arrest Pickel.
Rickman said he told her to come to the
_Calloway County Courthouse Friday
and take a warrant for her husband.
r Rickman testified that he and other
deputies looked for Pickel's car
Thursday night.
- ,13,1arker said -Mrs.. P-ickel carne_to.hia
office about ' 9:30 a.m. Friday and
related to him her husband's alleged
mental problems. Parker testified that
'he told the woman to iign an affidavit
and authorities could then arrest Picket
for menacing. A'ffienacing warrant was
"later signed, testimony indicated.
Sheriff Morris, who was the first to
testify during the hearing, said he
talked to Mrs. Pickel early in the day
Friday and later that day "about 1 or
1:30," his office received a call from the
Pickel residence indicating the man
had returned.
Morris said he and Holmes took the
---menneing warrant and started- ti the
Pickel residence which is due east of
Alm°. Morris said that while in route
someone called his office saying Pickel
was beating his wife. Morris said two
persons, later identified as Pickel's
--daughter-in-law and grandclanghter,
met the pair at Almo Church of Christ
and led them to the Pickel residence.
See INQUEST
Page 14, Column 4
ON THE MERRY-GO-ROUND-Shannon Farley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dickie Farley, 807-N. 18th., Murray, takes her turn ?n a merry-go-round at
the Morm-Calloway  Cuunty_layrec_fairdilandas-The....annual_exiont-ol--
ficially opened Monday with a demolition derby highlighting the evening.
It continues tonight with a-four wheel drive pull and tomorThw With a jer*:
sey cattle show, open rabbit show and Family Night among the attractions.
Photo By Jenne B. Gordon
State Auditor Ciairns.Personal
Use Of State Planes Is Illegal
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - An in-
vestigation by the state auditor's office
Into the use of state-owned airplanes
has turned up little new from previous
news stories and reports by that office.
State Auditor George Atkins, in
releasing the audit Monday, Said he has
found abuse of the system] through
personal use of the planes by state
officials.
Atkin also said his personal counsel,
Frankfort lawyer Ed Prichard,
disagrees with an attorney general's
opinion that such personal use of state
planes-is not illegal.
"On advice of legal Counsel, we have
concluded that the use of state aircraft
by state officials for their personal and
fon* use Atkins-said.
'We have obtained documentation
use of a state' plane by Gov. Julian
Carroll and his family on recent vaca-
tions to Florida and the Bahamas.
Atkins, considered a potential anti-
administration gubernatorial can-
didate next year, had pveviously called
upon Carroll to reimburse the state for
the cost of the trips and he repealed
that call Monday.
"We call on state officials to
discontinue using state aircraft for
personal and political purposes and for
reimbursement to the state for any past
personal use," Atkins said.
Gary Auxi.er,. Carroll's press
secretary, said the governor stands by
his previous statements that he will not
make reimbursement for the trips but
will go along with any recom-
mendations made by a special
legislative study now under way.
Atkins pointed to the governor's
enough to establish that personal use-, vacations as examples of the abuse he
does exist and the air transportation as talking about, along with.48 flights
system is being abused," Atkins said. .by members of the governor's family
Atkins began his audit last spring for apparent personal reasons between
after a controversy developed over the Frankfort and western Kentucky
Firemen Move Closer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Officials
of the union representing Louisville
firemen say that a strike is blevitable.
But it was Ball t*IknOWIT early Ws)
when the 580 firefighters would leave
their Jobs.
The likelihood of a strike increasff1
Monday as union officials (lettere)
picket signs and the cky made plans to
operate firehouses with supervisory ()f
Seers.
today's index







Garrptt's Galley ..... 4
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Mostly cloudy tonight- and
Wedneadsy with a chance of
thundershower.. Low tonight
near 70. High Wednesday upper
In the mid and upper 801.
"We're following the mandate of our
membership. It's all a matter of
mechanics now," said Ron Walker, a
member of the executive committee of
Local 343 of the Professional Fire-
fighters Union. ,
"It's safe to say we are going to
strike," said Michael Raskin,
member of the union executive corn-
mitteeThere's no doubt. If the mayor
thinks-we are bluffing, he's going to get
a rude awakening."
But Barbera Revo, a collective
bargaining liaison in Mayor William
Stansbury's office, said, "We do not
believe a strike is inevitable as Mr.
Et1115 has said. We are available at any
time for further talks."
The committee met Monday "to
make final preparations for a job ac-
tion," said Granville Ennis, acting
president of the local.
Ennis said that a strike deadline has
been ipt, but he and other union of-
ficials have refused to reveal it since an
overwhelming strike vote was cast by
the firemen last week.
"You'll know it when you see it," said
Ennis, who added that the the walkout
would occur "at the most strategic time
to help our cause."
About 100 picket signs were delivered
from a printing firm for use in
Picketing, and the tone of firefighters at
their annual' picnic indicated that a
strike was inevitable.
Ennis vowed that striking firemen
would not attempt to disrupt firehouse
Operations. "We're not In the business
of damaging trucks or equipment," he
said. "All we will do is withdraw ow
services."
Firefighters who went off duty
between January, 1078 and April, 1077.
Atkins said he dI not know how
many personal trips have been made
since then because the Department for
Finance and Administration quit keep-
ing records on the governor's flights.
The only other official listed with
some personal flights was U. Gov.
Thelma Stovall and she "has in the Past
agreed to make reimbursement for any
" identified personal flights."
The auditor said he could not
estimate acost on the governor's
alleged personal trips because of the
incomplete records, but he said the
trips to Florida and the Bahamas coat
approximately 123,600, while the 48
trips to western Kentucky cost 820,186.
Atkins also charged that the state's
13-craft airfleet is too large, that
existing statutes and regulations do not
adequately control the purticase; use
and disposal of state aircraft, and there
are great differences in the accounting
records maintained by state agencies
To A Strike
Sunday morning cleaned_ out their
bckers and took personal gear home,
and that scene was repeated when the
second shift got off Monday morning.
The city, meanwhile, has placed
police on standby alert, moved
.auxiliary equipment out of firehouses
and prepared plans to staff seven of the
Z fire stations with supervisory of-
ficers.
The likelihood of a strike by the city's
580 firefighters appeared to grow
Sunday after negotiators for both sides
emerged from a four-hour bargaining





MOSCOW (AP) - Soviet eourt of-
ficials said testimony was given today
In the trial of dissident Anatoly
Shcharansky about his alleged
espionage relationship with an
American newspaper correspondent.
In Kaluga, 100 miles away, the wife of
Alexander Ginsburg, on trial for anti-
Soviet agitation and propaganda, was
ejected from the courtroom after an
outburst Jr) which she later said she
shouted at a prosescution witness,
"God will be your judge."
Shcharansky, 30, a computer expert
and Jewish activist, faces the death
penalty on a charge of spying for the
United States. Ginsburg, 41, also a Jew,
faces 15 years punishment. Both men
have pleaded innocent and their trials
' have raised protests around the world.
In a gesture of American support,
" Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance will
meet in Geneva later this week with
Shcharansky's wife, Avital, an
American official said in Washington.
Vance, who over the weekend con-
demned Soviet actions against
Shcharansky and other- prominent
dissidents, will be in Geneva for arms
talks with Soviet Foreign Miniser
drei A. Gromyko.
offichd-it Moscow read
reporters a statement saying a ssCret
session of the Shcharansky trial was
told he provided "intelligence and other
information" to a foreign correspon-
dent who, "as-estabitsbed by competent
bodies, is an agent of one of the Western
military intelligence services."
The official, Magomet Pirbudagov,
did not mention the correspondent's
name, but cited articles about
parapsychology and genetic
engineering written by Los Angeles
Times correspondent Robert C. Toth.
Toth was interrogated by Soviet
police before he left Moscow a year ago
about his contacts with Shcharanisky. In
a statement Monday from Washington,
Toth denied working for any in-
telligence agency and called the
allegations "nonsense."
According to Pirbudagov,
Shchiran sky helped the foreign
correspondent make contacts in the
scientific community here and
distributed his questionnaires to
scientists. He said Shcharansky con-
firmed the evidence of investigators
about his contacts with the correspond-
ent.
He said the court also heard about an
article Toth wrote, with Shcharansky's
help, suggesting that the locations of
secret enterprises could be deduced
from the workplaces of Jews who were
denied exit visas on national security
grounds.
The trial was closed, barring even
Shchararisky's relatives, and there was
no way to corroborate the official
report.
In Kaluga, Mrs. Ginzburg said the
judge ordered her from the courtroom
when she shouted: "It's a lie,
everything this man says is a Tie,"
during the testimony of Arkady Gra-
doboyey who called dissidents
"hoodlums and bandits."
Kaluga court official Georgy Novikov
said six defense witnesses would testify
in addition to 18 for the prosecution. He
said the testimony of two of them today,
Valentina Kuzrnichova and Leonid
Rozenov, substantiated prosecution
points in the case. They rebutted ac-
cusations Ginzburg's dissident
writing& that psychiatric hospitals are
used for political purposes, and that
dock workers in the city of Riga once.
struck over meat shortages, he said.
In the Street outside, Mrs. Ginzburg
said: "This Li not a trial but a cruel
reprisal. He looks half dead."
Rural Telephone Corporation Plans Meet
MAYFIELD, Ky.-The 23rd annual
meeting of the members of the West
Kentucky Rural Telephone Company
Cooperative will be held on Saturday
evening; July 15, at the Mayfield Middle
School Auditorium Beginning at 7:00
p.m.
Notices of the meeting have been
mailed to the 12,00 members in Graves,
Calloway, Marshall, Carlisle, Hickman
and McCracken cotinties in Kentucky
and Henry and Weakley counties in
Tennessee.
tension telephone service free for one
year will be awarded atthe close of the
busineSrsession. Entertainment will be
furnished by Don Rust and the im-
pressions from Paducah.
Sears will present his annual report
to the members, and he urges all
members to attend. The finincial report
will. be given by Bethel Richardson.. the
--ratiperatiVe's-a-uilifOr-1
The cooperative is in the process of
convering the balance of its exchanges
to one-party4service. The exchanges of
Fairdealing, Hardin, Kirksey, Lynn
___.441ueee...cciembers of the board of Grove. Hazel. New Concord. Far-
trustees, Roy M: Lowe, John W. mington, I,ynnville, Sedalia, and West
Gallowly ars) Lassiter Hill rhose Plain l have. been completed. _ .
terms '•xpire July 15 were recently --. Contracts have -been let and coni
nomina.ed for re-election by the struction- is' -underway ' for the con-
nominat ng committee. Members may version of one-party service -in the
*lake ad 'alonel nominations from the -exchange of Fancy Farm, Wingo,
floor at tie meeting, accnct144iglo Glen • Folsomdale. Cunningham, Lewes in
B. Sears, general manager Kentucky and cottageGroVe. Cypress,
Several, gift certificates and ex- and Puryear in Tenn-elicit.
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workshop, for the First
- Presbyteri7ait Church will be
held at the church at seven
p.m.
Murray Star Chapter 14o.
4a3 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at the lodge hall at
7 10 p.m. -
Activities at Kenlake State
z. Park will include--arts and
crafts at ten a.m.; air hockey-
-tournament at game TOOfTT -at=
one p.m.; pool extravanga at
hotel' pool at two p.m.; buried
treasure at campground
bathhouse at 3:30 p.m.': ob-
stacle maze at hotel front lasvii
at 4:.30, p.m.; park slide show
at hotel meeting room at 630
---p-m-; Lakeside Singers at
hotel meeting room at 5:30
p.m. ,
' Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8: 30 p.m.
‘---Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include acts and
• crafts at recreation room at
ten a.m.; air hockey tour-
nament at game room at one
p.m.: pool extravanganza at
hotel pool at-two p.m.; • buried
treasurer at campground
bathhouse at 3:30 p.m..: oh-
stacle maze at hotel front lawn
at 4:30 p.m.; park slide show
at hotel meeting room at 6:30
p.m.; Lakeside Singers at
hotel meeting room at 8:30
p.m.
Martin's Charier-Tilted
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.m. '
Wednesday, July 12
Activities at Land Between
the Lakes will include Blue-
Gray Affair at Fort Henry
Trails parking lot at 10:30
a m., and return of the winged
giants at Center Station at two
p.m:
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at Murray Country
Club at twelve noon.
Lakeside-- -Singers.- will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Part at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park, old beach
area, at 8:30 p.m.
Rangers and Rangerettes of
WOW will meet at the
municipal parking lot at 5:30
a.m. to .board the bus for St.
Louis.
Outland Cemetery
homecoming will be held with
a picnic lunch at noon.
naaasieekshaultlheanailostin
Betty 0. • Vinson, 2011
Gatesboro. Murray, if unable
to attend. .
Circles fo First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Hannah for a
picnic at Baker's cabin on
Kentucky Lake; Ruth Wilson
and Wesleyan at the-church at
730 p.m. with Helen Hodges
as guest s,peaker.
Thursday, July 13
Activities at Land Between
the Lakes will include Junior
Naturalist program for ages 9
to 12 from nine a.m. to twelve
noon el Center Station:
children's fibercraft workshop




Church 'Women will have a
potluck supper at the church
at 6:15 p.m. prior to the
revival service.
• 
Grou 126 Woodmen of the
World is scheduled to meet at
six p.m.. at the Triangle Inn.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30.p.m.
.Twilight Cabaret will
perform at the old beach area
at Kentucky Dam State Park
at 8.30 p.m.,..
Ellis Center will be _open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
senior citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m.. and a picnic at
the Murray-Calloway County-
Park at 11130 a.rn. The center
will remain open for thoses
who are not attending the
picnic. -
Activities at Murray -
Calloway County Jaycee Fair
will include Kiddies Day at
one p.m., 4-trand FFA Dairy
Show arstx p.m., arid--
Demolition Derby at -eight
Wedding Planned
Miss -Lisa Smith -





• Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons held
their annual potluck dinner
honoring widows of MSBOILS on
Friday, June 23, at 6:30 p.m.
at the Masonic Hall, Highway
121 North.
The food was prepared by
wives of the Masons. thicken,
barbecue, coffee, ice tea, and
cakes were furnised by the
Lodge. Ladies of the Order of
the Eastern Star assisted in
serving the members and
guests.
The invocation was given by
the Rev. R. A. Slinker.
Howard McNeely welcomed
the members and guests and
kitroduced William Preeson,




blefield, Robert McCage, Rex
Billington, Vernon Riley,
Isaac Clanton, Graves Hen-
don. Fred _Short,- Thelma
McDougal, G. B. Churchill,
Thelma Parker, Vaster Orr,
Hugh Wilson, Green Wilson?
Loyd McKeel, Raymond




Lorah Ashcraft, A. B. Austin,
Ldra Arnold, George Hart,






Murray TOPS Club will 4MarraPealk'waY C°IintY , 
Thomas Ty-nes Of MurrpY
Heafth Center. include Jersey Cattle Show at Murray-Calloway County-- vitations will be sent. 
''''' . Route Eight has been
Weatern...
0-- - Will follow in thelSocibl ban_  fn.-) at  _.€4.440 _p,uv,_..:44_11ve....-JaYeee---Eajx---activities-444--.-------"41944 JuIY -1L--- AR frientisiniorM9thres are- D.1mm. Oro, W'sfirlown in- dismissed fr°114-the
five p.m., and Family Night include a beef cattle show at -• ,. . --= 11- .
:Baptist Hospital, Paducah
ten a.m., Open Rabbit Show at Jaycee Fair activities will
country music show featuring ten a.m., family night at five
Country Trend free in the p.m. and horse show at 730 Miss Jane W- agar Hond
grandstand. Fire works will
be included. 
Junior Naturalist program
- will be held from nine a.m. to
twelve noon at Center Station,
Land Between the Lakes.
•
•Zni
Murray Baifs Club will-meet
at the Triangle Inn at 6:30
_ cpcsine, . First 
Presbyterian- Church will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
church.
also
It is with pleasure






















- Mr. and Mrs. Roy Smith of Murray Announces the ap-
___Froaching marriage of their daughter; Lisa, to Tony Wilson,
_ son of Mr. and Mrs. T. Wilson of Bardwill Route One.
• The bride-elect is a 1976 graduate of Murray High School and
is non a sophomore at-Murray State University. - .
`Mr. Wilson is a 1974 graduate of'Carlisle County High School
and will receive a B. S. degree with a major in journalism and
a minor in mathernatjcs in the fall. He is employed as sports
editor at the Murray Ledger & Times.
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs. Ivie
Culver., lawn &ILA and the Late Dorothy Spnith all-of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandsOnof Eddie George of Bardwell
Route One.
The wedding will be solemnized On Saturday, August 5; at
four p.m. at-the First United Methodist•Church. A-Reception
One hour slide presentation
and-discussion about wildlife -
movements using nature's._
• traffice signs and' highways
will be at tenter Station at two
• P.m -
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Camping Club will have its
monthly campout at
Ferry in the Land Between the
Lakes with B. C and Orpha
Grogan as wagonmasters.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park ati: 30 p.m.
Shopping for Sent)",igens
will be held. Call 7 by
nine a.m. for .shopping on
north side center and town,
and by 11:30 a.m. for af-
ternoon shopping to south side
center and town:









-costa, the American Dental.For Pro ram Inforrnalion, Please Call 753-3314
Aisociation points out in a
new consumer booklet.
Regular dental checkups:
allow the dentist to spot
small. iiveapelliiive problems
before they become serious,
expensive ones
Daily self-cite is also neces-
sary for saving teeth and re-
ducing dental costs. Routine
use of .dental floss and a
"touthbrush, along with a
sensible diet that avoids over
indulgence in sugar-rich foods,
are important factors to pre-
vention.
-Tooth decay can be re•
duced by as much as 65 per
cent when community drink-
ing water is fluoridated. This
lifetime protection costs only
10 to 20 cents per person an-
nually. Yet only half the popu-
lation of this country has the
advantage of fluoridation
Prepaid dental insurance
plans,' available through many
employer and union coups,
help millions of families bud-
get for dental care. Financial
help for dental care is avail-
able, with local dental socie-
ties and state and county de
partznants of public welfare as
good information resources.
An estimated $2 billion •
yAr is spent on health quacks
and quack products Dentures
fitted by Unqualified persons,
for example, can cause serious
oral Health problems and root
the patienl more in the
long run.
A copy 91 the .ADA's new
booklet,. how to Become a:
Wise Dental Consumer, can
be obtained by writing the
American Dental Aasociatrow,
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Mies Jane Wager, July 22nd
bride-elect of Ronnie
Mayfield, has been honored'
with several prenuptial.
events.
A coffee was held Saturday,
June 10, at the Fellowship Hall
of the First Bptist Church with
Mesdames Kenneth Adams,
Dale Cochran, James Rogers,
Ray Brownfield, Allen
Russell, Alvis Jones, Bill
Sams, Bernice Wisehart, and
Dan Shipley as hostesses.
For the oecasion thk.4,
honoree wore light . blue
tiered guaze sundress. The
hostesses present the honoree,
her mother, Mrs. Jack Wagar,
•
and Lisp Winters, who kept
-the-registry, with 'corsages al
multicolored roses.
• The table was overlaid with
an ivbry linen cloth and the
centerpiece was a beautiful
arrangement of various other
cakes and sweets were served.
Eighty persons attended or
sent gifts. The __hostesses
presented the honoree with a
platter from her pottery. •
Mrs. John Barnreuther,
grandmother of the bride-
elect,- was the hostess' for a
miscellaneous shower held on








Baby Boy Travis ( Patricia),
Rt. 1, Farrhington, Baby Boy
Gamble 1.1-nyce 1, Rt. 2,.
Benton.
DISMISSALS
' Miss Rhonda L. Manning,
Rt. 3:Box 24115, Murray, Mrs.
Beverly C. Willis, Rt 6,
Mayfield. Mrs. Carolyn S.
Henson, Rt. 9, Benton, Mrs,
Margaret S. Flood, Rt 2,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Barbara J.
McKendree, Rt. 1, Benton,
Mrs. Geraldintrtaulding, Rt.
2-Box 180, Springfield, Tenn.,
Charles R. McCoy, Rt. 3,,
Murray, Mrs. Della M. Smith;-
New Concord,
Chad B. Huges, Rt. 2, Box
14, Murray, Mrs. Sylvadell
White, Rt. 4, Murray Thomas
B. McCuiston, Grogan Tr. (.1.,
Murray, Thomas -R. Noonan,
206 So.. 16th„ Murray Mrs.
Robbie Knipp, P.O. Box 1053,1'
Murray; Mrs. Bonnie M.
Butler, Rt. 1, Box 578, Hardin,





292 New Concord, Danny K.
Outland, Rt. 5 Bx. 2150'
Murray, Herbert Key, • 1718
Holiday Murray, Mcs. Mary
Francis Bell, 802 Meadow
Lane Murray, H. Leon Adams,
803 Sunny Lane Murray. Mrs.
C.'..lysta M. Evett, Box 41-
Kirksey, Mrs. C. Rebecca
Miller, Rt. 5, Murray,
Mrs. Annis M. Parrish, Rt.
6, Murry, Mrs. Brenda J.
McCallab, 1606 - Sunset
Murray-, Mrs. Nancy C Fox,
Bx n Dexter, Mrs. Virginia C.
Collins, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn,
Roger D. Hudsna..xit 3 Bs.
Murray,. Mrs. Cindy B.
Skinner and Baby Boy
Skinner, Rt. 3, Cadiz, Randall
L. Thoronton, 802 Chestnut,
MarraYClarence, Duncan,....R1 6,
Murray, Mrs. Ruth A Hpok,
817 N. Is Murray, Mrs. Katie
Adams, Rt. 7 Mayfield, Mrs.
Launa M. rinsley, Rt. 6,
Murray, Henry G. Turner,
1300 Sycamore Murray, Mrs.
01‘B. J. Graham. Rt. 43x. 24,
Murray, Mrs. Meda 0.
Outland, 709 Elm, Murray,
Henqt,Lubben, Rt. 1 Bx. 484
SprintVille, Tenn. -
At
Miss Wager wore a beige,
smocked challis dress and was
presented a corsage of White
carnations by the hostess.
The table was arranged
beautifully with two white
ceramic candelabra on each
end with a centerpiece of
white and yellow dasies and
pink carnations in a matching
compote. The table was
overlaid with a white em-
broidered Irish linen cloth
decorated with lillies of the
valley.
Refreshments of punch,
mints, nuts, and cake
decorated with white wedding
bells were served. .
Games were played And
white and yellow daises arid-
Frank Wagat and Mrs. Bill
Skinner.
The honoree opened her
many lovely and beautiful
gifts. She was assisted by the
hostess who presented • her
with a sewing machine.
Approximately thirty guests
were present or sent gifts.'
A miscett/ineous shower was
• held at the Community Room
of the Peoples BAnk on
. Thursday evening, June 72
with' Mrs. :Phil Duncan and
Mrs. Randy Cunningham as
the hostesses.
The honoree was presented
with a corsage of white car-
nations and measuring spoons
by the hostesses. -The bride-to-
be -Wore- a multi-colored
border prInt street length
dress of voile with matching
accessories.
Punch, cake, mints, and
nuts were served from a silver
appointed table overlaid with
an ivory linen cloth. Games
were played and prizes were
won by Mrs. Rita Elkins and
Miss Cindy Robinson.
--Afterwards the guests told
the honoree about their
favorite recipes and gave her
a copy. Before leaving each
guest wrote a note of wisdom
to the bride-to-be whiettwill be
read by the couple after the
wedding.
Twenty persons -were
present or sent gifts.
NEW BORN ADMLSSIONS
Baby Girl Bazzell (Mother
Dana), Rt. 1. Bx., 251-B Far-
mington, Baby Girl ?ontx
(Mother Kimberly), Sz
Sedalia, Baby Boy Om& -
(Mother Betty), 1613 KIrk-.
wood Mertiy.
DISMISSALS -
Mrs. Myra I). Thompon,
Rt. 1, Puryear, In., Mrs,
Jessie L. Miller, Rt. 1 FIX to
Alin°, Thomas B. tomb, Bo
See Marjorie Major
Trot's?, Consultant
FAR LAMS TRAVEL AGENCY
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,




















•!,;Ssr.:;:;:;:•:•:•SSe;:;: By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS ;:462.V4,444..w.:#::
This is the time of roses and
we begin to t,hink of various
arrangements and ways to
help them keep their beauty
as long as possible.
But there are other things
that can be done with rose
petals. Several years ago I
had some recipes in this
column using rose petals.
Perhaps there are some folks
who would like to have them
again.
One delicious concoction is
called Rose Petal Treat, a
delicately 'flavored candy.
The ingredients are simple:
two tablespoons plain
gelatin three fourths cup of
water; two cups sugar; one
cup finely chopped nut
Mears; one cup finely
chopped rose petals; grated
ried of, one orange; juice of
one lemon. •
Add one fourth cup of water
to the gelatin and let soak for
ten minutes. Add remaining
one - half cup water to the- and pour over nasturtiums
sugar and boil over slow heat- seeds -in._ jars and seal. it
until sugar is dissolved. Add usually takes about three
the soaked gelatin and cook months for the Pickles to be
for twenty minutes in double ready. Bottles can be Used if
boiler. Place nut meats and they. can be sealed tightli.
chopped rose petals on a And did you know that
lightly greased platter - fiaSturtituns can be stuffed.
Sprinkle the orange rind and with a mixture of parsley,
lemon juice over them. Pour capers and pickles, mixed
the hot sy_ru_p over all. and.. with shredded tunal _Add
dllrfoia1*ut six hours. Then enough mayonnaise to bold
cut into, small squares and together snip the pistils from
, roll in confectioners sugar. i the big nasturtium blossoms
have made this and it is a and stuff with a teaspoon of
novel addition to a party plate. the mixture, pressing each
One warning. If you use the petal firmly to close the
...aystemie -poisoning; -the-sbee:-.-fiewer
that you sprinkle around. the Sprinkle with French
plant and is absorbed into the dressing and chill until ready
to serve.
Try these recipes out and
enjoy them. It will lengthen
the season of pleasure we get
from our gardens.
stems, DO NOT USE THE
ROSE PETALS. The poison is
carried out into the blossoms.
A delightful dressing,
especially for fruit salad, is
the Rose Petal dressing. Mix
one half cup vinegar, two
tablespoons sugar and one
fourth teaspoon salt. Pour
this over two tablespoons rose
petals. Store in refrigerator fcr
forty-eight hours and strain to
remove the rose petals. This
is truly an elegant dressing.
Other flowers can be used
for unusual tidbits, such u
Nasturtium pickles. Gather
the seed pods while they are
still green, leaving on a bit of
the stalk. Put in weak brine
for six days, changing brine
twice. Dfitin and pack in
sterilized jars. Prepare
enough vinegar to cover,
.adding for each pint, six
peppercorns, one bay leaf,
one teaspoon salt, a small bit
of horseradish. Other spices
such as one blade of mace, or
two tarragon leaves may be
used if desired. Heat mixture
to the boiling point and
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• 4 pieces of fish filet
• crisp french fries





































































































No. 18th, Murray, Mrs.
Beatrice K. Smith-, 1252
Vailview Drive, -Nashville,
Tenn., Mrs. Helen B. Smith,
Rt. 1, Murray, Ms. Genella F.
Nesbitt, Rt. 4, Murray,
Hardeman G. Bucy, Box 241,
Puryear, Term., Mrs. Birdie
E. Anderson, 709 Riley Ct.,
Murray, John H. Grogan, Rt.
1, Box 36, Hardin, William W.
McMillen, 1500 Clayshire,
Murray, Mrs. Stella S. Futrell,
502 So. 6th, Murray, Rudy E.
Fitts, 509 N. 5th, Murray,
Walter E. Harrison, Rt. 5, Box
2322, Murray, • Donald J.






Baby Girl Buron (Debris),
Rt. 3, Murray, Baby Boy
Skinner (Cindy), Rt. 3, Cadi,.






Mrs. Eva Arnett, Rt. 4,
M
David A. Wright, Rt. 2, 
Boxurray, Glenn Eaker, Rt. 8,
202, Hazel, Wilson 0. Lovell, 
Murray, Herman C. Sams, 708
Rt. 7, Box 508, Murray, 
Vine, Fulton, Mrs. Bobbie
West, Rt. 1, Hazel, Charlie E
'--..leanette K. Rogers, 802-Shari,'
Murray, Msa,- Janice K.
Rhodes and Baby Girl, Rt. 2,
Benton, Ms. Kathy D.
Whisman and Baby Boy, Box
-211, Calvert City, Mrs. Carol
A. Norwood and Babytoy, Rt.
L
Balentine, Rt. 3, Murray,
Wayne Littrell, Lot No. 76,
Riviera Cts., Murray, Donnie
G. Hargrove, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Mrs_ Donna R. Boyd, Rt. 2,
Mobile Home Village, Mrs. Jo
A. Shoemaker, New Concord,
Mrs. Mabel L. Orr, Box 226,
purrar, Tenn., Mrs. ,Janith
L. Wilson and Baby Boy, Rt. 7,
Box 311A, Murray, Billy B.
Mitchell, -Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs:
Martha N. SCruggs, 1100
Carter, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Hazel R. Utterback, 114 S.
10th., Murray, William A.
Smith, 1625 Sunset, Murray,




Baby Boy Ross (mother
Deevayne ), Rt. 1, Dexter.
DISMISSALS
Rebecca J. Freeze, No. 1
Orchard Hgts., Murray, Mrs.
Cheryl L. Easley, 603 Ellis
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Rebecca D.
Youngblood, • 1209 Lincoln,
Pit%Téiul, Mrs: Rebene
Workman, 313 Woodlavm,
-Murray, Mrs. Bonnie J. Carr,
. Rt./3, Cadiz, Mrs. Janice F.
Doran Rd., Murray, Steven L. Hale, Rt. 1, Kirsey, Mrs. Mary
Wedding, Rt. 7, Murray, B. Wimberly, Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Michael Harrold Garland, 800/ Tenn.,* Stephanie L. Williams,
Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Emma
Loun Shelby, Rt. 5, Murray;
Mrs. Mary F. Richardson, Rt.
1, Hardin, Hugh Ft..,Miller, Rt.
2, Hazel, Lloyd P. Jacks, Rt. 8,
Murray, Mrs. M. Sue Foster,
Rt.. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Barbara N.
Ramsey, Rt. 8, Murray, Brian
S. Weatherford, 1500 Johnson
Blvd., Murray, Thomas A:
Barnett, Rt.' 6, Murray, Mrs.
Rachel 0. Wilson, Box 133.
Hazel, Mes.-' Cdrolyn A.
Snyder, Rt. 3, Cadiz, Mrs_
Erlene Higgins, Rt. 5, Benton,
Trellis E. Boggess, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Myrtle L.
Thornton, 902 Story, Murray,
Miss Beverly J. McClain, 335
Rison, Paris, Tenn., Hatton-P.
Lovins, 407 N. 3rd., Murray,
Ronald 13, Hutchins, 340 W.
College, Mayfield, Mrs. Mary
M. Rogers, 210 Irvan, Murray,
Jule , Kaplan, Fern Terrace
Log., Murray, Troy Nickles.
DISMISSALS __WO N. 20th St., Murray,
Mrs. Lena E. 'Dunn, Rt. 3,' . 
Libbie B. James, Hazel, Oscar
Cadiz, Mrs. Marlena P. Clark 
Champion, Grogan Tr. Pk. 12.,
and Baby Girl, 102 E. Fuller, Murray, Burie B. Charlton,
St., Mayfield, Mrs. June F. 
608 Fairlant Dr., Murray.
Cottrell and litaby Boy, 513 So. Mrs. Beulah J. Erwin, 1625
6th., Murray, Mrs. Verna Catalina, Murray, David Y.I,.
Sholar, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. Morgan (expired), Rt. 6,
Betty Ear-heart, - litte 3, Murray, Mrs. Laura B. Taylor
expired), Gen. Del.Dover, Tenn., Buford B,..litat





Mrs. Delores J. Burton and
Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Sharon M. Oliver and Baby
Boy, 23C runy rile Apts.,
Hopkinsville. Samuel K.
Foreman, 522 So. 7th, Murray,
Mrs. Debora R. Jolly, 1608
College Fr. Rd., Murray, Mrs
Willie M. Bazzell, 907
Waldrop, Murray, M11:•Mary
S. Barker, Rt. 1 Box 77 Cottage
Grove, Tenn., Mrs. Debbie E.
Cooper, Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs.
Vickie J. Stokes, 115 So. 13th,
Murray, Mrs. Lynda N.
Cooper, Rt. 7; 'Box 662,
karrity, Mrs. Hazel M.
Canter, Rt. 1, Box 194, Sedalia,
Mrs. Zeta M. Townsend, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Mrs. Lola M. Suiter,
• 804 Guthrie, Murray, Willis R.
Rodgers, 507 So. 8th., Murray,
Mrs. Hettie F. Charlton, 608'
Hurt, Murray, Everett D.
*whiLSP  -EL 7,. Alursay,-
Jamas B. Workman, Rt. 1,
Box, i19, Sedalia, Orean J.
Adams, Rt. 1, Dexter, Carl
McPheron, 210 Oliver Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Sylvia P. Martin,
Box 82, Hazel.
PAGE 3 THE MURRAY, ay., LIO,GER IL TIMES, Toesday, July 11, 1978
DEAR ABBY: Many years ago I falsified my age on my
driver's license. deducted three years from my birth
date.) I am now 62, and! look every year of it.
I am actually entitled to some senior citizen benefits, but
my driver's license says I'm only 59!
In order to change the birth date on my driver's license,
have to write to the State Department of Mot& Vehicles.
I haven't written to them because I'm terrified of the
consequences. I've never bten in any kind of trouble in my
'entire lifetime, and I have an unblemished driving record.
Will I lose my license? I can't have that happen! Will I be
arrested? Will I have to pay a stiff fine? What will my
punishment be?
Please find out what's in store for me. If the penalty is
too great, I'll leave well enough alone and forget the
benefits. I dop't want to go to jail, but I think they may
have to lock me up in a mental institution-if I have to worry
much longer over this mess I got myself into years ago.
Has anyone else ever had this problem?
If you use this letter, for heaven's sake, please change
my name.
WORRIED
DEAR-WORRIED: Many others have had this problem,
and if that's the worst-crime anyone ever committed, we'd
all be saints. '
• Simply provide proof of your real age to the Department
of Motor Vehides la copy of your birth certificate is
considered acceptable documentation), and all will be
forgiven and forgotten:
DEAR AB-Br At the bottom- of-yOu-r column you say,
"You'll feel better if you get it off your chest," so I am
writing to get something off my chest.
Lget. along OK with my mathez-irelaw, although deep
down I've always had the feeling that she never really.
liked me.
What bugs me most about her is this: When she calls our
house and I answer the phone, she says, "Let me talk to
Dennis! _ _ _ --- •
She--ts-e-e-e-r-i-Skii-me how I am or anything.
I don't have the nerve to tell her to her face how much
- this irritates me, but if I were to pick up the paper one day
and see this letter in your column, it would really make my
day.
SOMEBODY WHO FEELS LIKE NOBODY
DEAR StalrEBODYi..14.glad...Lursa able ,.to...Aualca.„yaus-
Any.
•
DEAR ABBY: Recently I received an invitation to a
. bridal shower that was to take place foqr days after the
'''ffivitation had been mailed.
hardly knew the bride-to-be, and besides, tfii-shower
- was being held in a city over 350 miles away! To me, it was
a blatant request for a gift, since it was obvious that I
couldn't possibly attend. Feeling as I did, I didn't respons14,
_teven though t he invitation WisaS_V.Por_did.1 send a _
gift.
Later, my mother said I showed poor manners by not
sending a gift, -and she felt I certainly should have
responded to the R.S.V.P. I say no one ever expected me
to come, and they showed poor manners by even sending
me the invitation under those circumstances.
Can you settle this argument for us? Is it-proper to send
bridal shower invitations to people you It...now can't prissibly
attend?
UNDER FIRE IN OREGON
DEAR UNDER FIRE: Your mother is half eight. You
showed poor manners in not responding to the R.S.V.P.
However, a gift is always optional under these
circumstances. No one is required to give one.
CONFIDENTIAL TO J.E2H.: Beware of the bald-
headed barber who tries to sell you an idea for growing
hair- on your head.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony', get
Abby's new booklat, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and a long, stamped. (28 cents) sett-addressed












Baby Boy Stokes (Vickie),
115 So. 13th, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Sandra L. Gore, Rt. 6,
Mayfield, Mrs. Regina M.
Olive and Baby Boy, 407 L. P.
Miller St., Murray, Harry M.
Elkins, Rt. 4 Box 550, Murray,
Janes H. Bruce, Rt. 1, Sedalia,
Dawn R. Miller, Rt. 1 Box 141,
Guston, Nancy A. Reed, 508
Lynn Cts., Murray, Mrs. Lila
Ann Wesson, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Dana G. Crouch, Rt. 1
Box 214, Murray, Mrs.
Faustina Miles, 417 So. 9th.,
Murray, Mrs. Reda Adams,
821 Glendale, Murray, Mrs.
Florence A. Rogers, 20 N.
Garfield St., Lambard, Ill.,
Mrs. Beatrice M. Dunn, 721
Poplar, Murray, Mrs. Audrey
L. *Moore, Rt. 4, Murray,
Robert T. Howard, Rt.. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Edna M.
Holland, 614 Keenland,
Murray, Mrs. Elsie C.
Fieldson, 304 E. 10thjilurray,
Mrs. Minnie M. Smothers,
Phillip D. Suiter, 1505W. Main
Apt. 14, Murray, Paulette J.
Whiting, 308 W. Washington.
Paris, Tenn., Frank Roberts,
1885 Calloway, Murray, Mrs.
Hattie Vaughn, 300 Woodlavm,
Murray, Mrs. Eva M. Irvin,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Esther M.





Baby Girl Hester (Ester),
Rt. 1, Murray.
Dismissals
Floyd Alexander, 213 N.
Brewer, Paris, Tenn. Mrs.
Margie A. Winchester, 626
Broad Ext., Murray, Carl R.
Ftickinan, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Ramona M. Guess, Rt. 4,
Benton, Donnie G. Hargrove,
Rt. _I, Dexter, Johnny E.
Johnson, 1202 Lone Oak Rd.,
Paris*, Tenn., Mrs. Wilma K.
Melton', Rt. 2, Dover, Tenn.,
• Mrs. H. June Roach, Rt. 6,
Murray, Walter R. Kilgore, IS
236 Wisconsin St., Lambard,
Ill., Cheryl L. Frank, 1526
1055 Belmont, Pans, TearLiaWeat Herbert, Downers
Mrs. Lucille Billington, 1302 Grove, Ill., Mrs. Emma A.
So. 16th, Murray, Earl S. Colson, Box 146, Hardin, Mrs.
Brownfield, Fern Terrace Carol J. Alexander, Rt. 2,
Ldg., Murray, Dan Knight, Rt. Puryear, Tenn., James E.




Announces the Opening of
his office for Diseases and
Surgery of the Eye
Lets Stay Well
Q. Mr. N. S. writes to ask
If it is legal to give to a
teen-ager, male or
female, birth control infor-
mation without the consent
of one or both parents.
A. According to a quota-
tion in a recent issue of
"Science News," Harriet
Pipe!, an attorney with
Planned Parenthood-
World' Pcipulation, physi-
cians may give birth con-
trol information to adoles-
cents who are sexually
active without parental
consent. In other words,
the adolescents have a
-right to such facts- if they
are wanted.
Further, teen-agers have
a right to such contracep-
tive information without
parental. consent from any
agency sponsored by fed-,
era!, state, or local funds.-
On the other hand, birth
control information may-
The Pacers Homemakers
Club met on Wednesday, June
-14, at the -home of Priscilla
Schanbacher with seven
members and two visitors,
Airnee Lew and Geri Johnson,
present.
Lola Hum n gave the lesson
on "Women and Credit."_
Points- -et-Italia-sited inaided
the desirability of having both
husband's and wife's names
listed on a charge plate, and
the right of every person to
'know the contents of his or her
file at the Murray Credit
The lesson on -How Houses
Develop Personalities" was
led by Maxine Scott. She
discussed the ways in- which
the personality of the
homeowner is projected
through -exterior an interior
decorations and
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. James E, (Mary /
Hamilton of 912 Sycamore
Street, Murray. has been •
dismissed from the Baptist
Memorial Hospital. Memphis,
Mrs. Charles Peeler, the
former Annita Duncan, was
honored with three prenuptial
events.
The first was a shower held
at the home of Pauline
Buchanan who was assisted
by Shirley -Buchanan and
Sharon Smith as hostesses..
Fifteen persons were present.
Cathy Hopkins, Joyce
Housden, and Jennifer Dix
entertained with a personal
shower at the Hopkins home.
Twelve persons were present.
The women ef the ElM.
Mr. and Mrs. James Diuguid
of Murray and the grand-
daughter of Mrs. Ed Filbeck
of Murray. Paternal grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Aude McKee of Knoxville.
-Tenn: •
_Neu. Concord Club
Holds Picnic At -
Paris Landing Park
The Paris *Landing State
Park was the scene of the
picnic held by the New con-
cord Homemakers Club on





Mitchell who said whether a
cabin or high rise apartment,
the place reflects the outward
physical apperance.
The devotion was lect„by
Mrs. Ed Davis with Mrs.
Charlie- Stubblefield
presiding. Mrs. Effie Edwards
gave the- secretary's report
-an 4 each member answered
the roll' call with some
- household task one enjoys.
-- Nine meinbers and one
visitor. Mrs. .luanita Lax,
were present for the picnic
Grove * Baptist' Church en- mee_ting.
tert,ained with a shower held. The club will meet Sept. 13
in the fellowship' hall of the at one p.m. with the place to
church. be annqueged.
etes- the Diamond Sole you've
been waiting for! Choose from over
300 Blazing Gents' or Ladies' Clusters
and Save -30% Buy now with ecoy terms
or Layaway for Christmas
7.53-7695_
be withheld from adoles-
cents who do not have
parental consent by pri-
vate , physicians, clinics,
and hospitals if they do not
choose to make such infor-
mation available to teen-
agers.
Stinky Feet In A Boy
Q. Mrs. J. L. says that
she cannot understand
why her 12-year-old son
has recently begun to have
such stinky feet that his
socks and shoes have a
foul odor.
She wonders if he is
toxic or if there is some-
thing in his diet that his
system has to throw off.
He is vigorous and enjoys
good health.
A. In view of your story
and your son's age, the
odor you note is from the
skin of his feet and is a
reliable- sign the he is
arrangements. •
The craft, "Latch Hooking,"
was demonstrated by Lola
Hum.
The Pacers will meet in
S mber at the home of
Ma ne Scott.
'growing up.' The skin
glands, as a result of the
action of more male hor-
mones, begin to produce
secretions which have a
strong, unpleasant odor.
This is not related to his
being toxic or having to
throw off any undesirable
substances from his body.
Frequent bathing and
daily dianges of his socks
are helpful, as well as the
use of talcum 'powder on
his . feet and in his shoes.
De-odorizing linings which
contain charcoal are avail-
able but are often not nec-




 _ Frances Drake 
FOR WEDNESDAY, JULY 12, 1978.
' in a businesslike, objective
fashion, not permitting per-
sonalities to enter the fray. Pay
no attention to those who dissent
on "general principle."
CAPRICORN
Dec. 23. to Jan. 20) Vi
You won't find any hiding
place for your problems, so..you.
. might just as well face Up to
them and work them out. But do






You may be up against some
• field,- so keep your eye on the -
ball. With your fine intelligence,
you should find ways to outrun
the best.
PISCES..
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some misleading influences.
Take all "inside information"imaginative approach.
-CANCER - - - -sure - -tips-- with' the -
McIEF.E GIRL (June 22 to July 23)8) 
proverbial grain of salt
_ _ Accent is on familyDr, and Mrs. Davi° sacikee relationships now. in fact, a
of Lexington are the parents Of parent or senior relalive could
a baby girl, Amanda Gray, give you some highly welcome
weighing six pounds eleven encouragment; perhaps even
financial help. lunar influences which governounces, born on Tuesday, July your Me also bestow upon youLEO
.24.tedli spug.ot for your 23 fatl4
4.
They have another son' goo, +julYA 443"I'outstaitlakeding'
_
Matthew, age twenty 'months, aggressiveness your ingenuity hiimanitirian. You are,
Mrs. McKee lathe daughter of and boundless ambitions. however, a paradoxical Do com-bination of self-assertion and
timidity - the former in your
dealings with family and loved
. ones, with whom you insist on
being "boss"; the latter
career situations, where you
incline to underestimate your
ahiliiiet  and reiguire constant
bolstering of your confidence.
Unusually versatile, there are
many fields in which you could
succeed - depending on your
inclinations and education, of,.
course. Outstanding among.
them: science, art, the law,
medicine, music, invention and
the theater. Once having gained
Jaith in yourself, no heights will
be inaccessible to you. Bir-
thdate of: Henry D. Thoreau,
naturalist; Van Cliburn,
pianist; Andrew Wyeth, noted
Amer. painter; Nair Ham-
merstein II: musical im-
pressario; Milton Berle,
comedian.
What kind of day will
tomorrow he? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
'ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A day of surprises! Not only
will someone _you've helped in
the past rettisn the favor but an
added bonus "thrown in" will
delight you.
TAURUS
Apr. 21' to May 21)
A good day- for monetary
affairs. Ontlook especially
favorable if you are planning to
launch long-range ventures.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)1W-
One of those days when your
-innate directness-will not en-
tirely pay off. If you need a
favor, use a subtle and
use them for sound purpose.,
VIRGO no IA
( Aug: 24 to:Sept. 231"F al
Weighty matters will require
much thought now; -also a great
deal of patience. Don't try to
_ rush things through. Neither
feaF failure. Stress Your innate
optimism.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -4A-ri
Not a good day for trying to
push pet schemes; for taking
the initiative generally. Con-
centrate on routine activities.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 111/145.
Achievement will be largely
up to yourself now. You won't
have too much planetary help,
but YOU can light the fires, of
enthusiasm and good will.
SAGITTARIUS Aty
(Nov. 23 to Dee. 21)
Talk over controversial issues
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a magnetic
personality, tremendous energy
and a lively imagination. The
We .are_pleaS;d to announce that
:Cheryl Yancv. 'bride-e lect of Kim
SCOM has' selected her Pottery and-
. (:r"-stal frcim our complete- bridal'
rtg4tr.v•
Cheryl and Kin, trill be married
.4upist 19. 1978.






of the Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair were held Monday
marking the first. night of a
week-long salute to farming,
--homemaking and agriculture in
general incur comm unity.
Much hard wtark. most a it at
the vqlunte:er level, goes into
putting on the fir each year
and the Jaycees and the Fair
Board deserve praise for coor-
dinating-the events.
Farming -- rianre often thannot referred to as 'agri-businessthese days — is one of the cor-
nerstones of the local economy.We think the county fair is agrand way to annually
recognize our farming neigh-bor. We upport the fair, andurge you to. also.
lAter To The Editor
Thanks
Dear Editor:
Thank vitt for Yaw rakting- and
articles ryour paper of oar centennial
ctletration at Indepenistee United




f or thou. Lord. wilt bless the right-
eous; with tabor wilt thou compass
him as with a shield. PsilsisiS;ii 2
The nghtedus are ttiOSer-whorn Cod
will com uVit eousriess can —
—eyriVree • i accePling







' By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
l'roxmire And H11171S
WASHINGTON (AP) — Wrote Arthur
Bans of William Proxmire:
"I wonder about Prta
"The Capitol's wily lox.,
"Why does be roar
"When others snore."
Wrote William Proxmire of Arthur
Burns:
"We miss his human and happy
"In fact we even miss his pipe."
Those bits of rhyme seem . far
removed from the debates between
Proxmire, the acerbic chairman of the
Senate Banking Committee, and Burns,
the crusty economist who headed the
Federal Reserve Board.
For years they sparred over their
differing views on monetary policy.
Barns is gone now. He left the board
earlier this year when President Carter
decided to name a new chairman.
The latest exchange between the
Wisconsin Democrat and the
Republican banker occurred when
Burns sent Proxmire "a of doggerel
I found among sortie papers I have been
sorting out."
In his bit of doggard about Proimiire,
Burns lamented!
"Why does he rave •
"When the rest at Wine?
"Why does he dinader
"Against this or that imagined
blunder?
"And why does he let anger fly
"At the good old Fed's every try?"
- To which Proxmire replied:
'With Burns at the Reserve
"The Hill got what we deserve.
"But what we yearned for _
"Was not what Arthur Burned for..
"Now that Arthur did depart
"We have lost ow brain — if not our
heart."
Burns' successor as head of the Fed,
G. William Miller, has no known
reputation as a poet. When Miller's
nornirtatio& was before the Banking
Committee, he Inspired no verse from
--Proxmire
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GasohotWate
SENATOR JACOB K. • JAYITSIN=Sentate gasohol actions... that
Y.)" ...The ,National Gasohol Com-
mission has just concluded its third
annual meeting here in Washington.
The commission is dedicated to
promoting gasohol; the mixture of 90
percent gasoline and 10 percent grain
alcohol. Gasohol is a more efficient
cleaner burning fuel than gasoline. It
can help us decrease gasoline con-
sumption by up to 10 percent.
"During • its 2 days on meetingS, the
Commission was addressed by a
'number of Senators. .Of special note
was the speech by my- distinguished
colleague from Illinois, Senator Percy.
He has been one of the strongest ad-
vocates of gasohol in the Senate. His
two amendments to the energy tat
bill—one to exempt gasohol from the 4
cents per gallon Federal gasoline tax,
the other to create a Federal gasohol
test fleet—among the very important
1.•4 M.(..Garrott
This Calloway County Gardener
Doesn't Worry About Dry Weather
Jack Buis: dsean't worry about his
garden  whet. t doesn't rain. _Bit
irrigates it from his own well. His is
probably the only truly irrigated
. His latest target was the July Fourth
recess, which the House prefers to call
"home district work period." Pike
noted that the House quit for the holiday
on June 29, a Thwsday
In a news release, he said:
"A 4th of July recess does not mean
you get the 4th of July off. It means you
get the week surrounding the 4th of July





Mrs. Buster, the former Mettle
Steely, is one of three surviving
garden in Calloway County. children of the late Walter and Lou
Jack lives south of town on Tobacco Steely, who lived in the Tobacco area. A
Road just off 641. He and his wife, - sister, Miss Rebel Steely, still lives
Mettle, have Died there since they nearby, and a brother, Aubrey., lives
retired in 1971 from their }ohs in Detroit not far away on 641 South.
and came to PalaWateennatfitileadl -....__Batli. Busters retired from the same_ _
hatne and live. • !Medi arm, one which made aircraft
On the back side of their three acres and equipment for processing liquids
Is Mies 70-by-70-foot garden with such as Ryan Milk might use. She had
everything from watermelons to been with them 30 years, he for five,
asparagus growing happily in it. when they decided to retire to Calloway
Keeping it almost mud-moist during County.
ow recent 95 and 100-degree weather Until then, Jack, who lived in Detroit
has been Jack's own personally- since 1923, had never done-any, gar-
designed irrigation system, fed from doing of an nd..Now he loves S, mad-,
-tbassidlowiram the 19-foot-deep fresh works like a beaver growing test almost-
miter well that aLso supplies their everything you can imagine. The 18
hoimihold needs. peach and apple trees he put out three
Normally, the overflow is directed years ago are heavily loaded with fruit,
Into Clariui River, 30 yards to the east, the asparagus bed has fed just about
but when it is as dry as it has been everyone in their neighborhood and the
lately, Jack simply dams up the ditch grapes promise to be a bumper crop. -
leading to the river and lets the water He has even built himself a small
back up and seep across the yard ahlt—lreenhouse in which he starts all his--
garden. At times, he says he has let it plants from seed. "I've never been
flow between the mars, but the seepage busier in my life," he laughed as we
process works beautifully. You can dig walked about the place the other day.
down the depth of a finger and hit get He doesn't just sit around and watch
rich, mold dirt 71i feet from the ditch. television in the winter. _either — this
" 44++++ big fellow who mikado ydli a little of
Jack, who grew up in Lincoln County Trevor Howard, the British actor who
where he still has 84 acres of the farm played Captain Beleigh in •Mutiny on
that has been in his family for 100 the Bounty."
years, has gauged the flow of his well at Along with Ray Dunn, an acroanthe-
four galldris a minute, or something like - road neighbor, they have cut 28 ricks of
5,000 gallons every 24 hours.
By the use of small ditches, he can
divert its flow to any part of their place,
and his thick, green grass and heavily-
laden ThricOrd grape arbor — only
three years old —.attest to the fertility
it% unroll I
- A. 
A Mixed Bag For
Second Half Year
NEW YORK IAPI — We enter the
-second half of 1978 hauling a mixed bag
of economic fears and hopes, tension
and retie!, good news and bad, bright
prospects and grim.
While some might describe this
situation as one in which we don't know
whether to laugh or cry, its impact on
stock market advisers has been con-
fusion. The indicators, you might say,
are blinking green and red.
What can analysts make of gambling
stocks providing the leadership on the
New York Stock Exchange? Is it bad
money chasing out good? Is the infusion
of excitement isolated or contageolis"
What are the odds?
Teaser's World Inc. hit the jackpot.
leading 111 Big Board stocks through
. .June with 24727 percent gain. Playboy
Enterprises followed at 196.67. And on
.the Amex, Resorts International soared
220.9 percent.'
But, a steady by Interactive Data
Corp. shines, shares of some of the
Matte's most substantial companies
also *eared, especially in the
aerospace, agricultural. machinery and
electronics categories.
In the second quarter., for example,
the market value of Internatonal
Business Machines rose by $3.18 billion,
*tide Eastman Kodak rose $1.80 billion
and Sdtlumberger $1.41 billion.
b-ttoolsovo wonder tint what Is
and is not a blue chip. especially since
the casinos lay prior claim to the term.
there is need for rlarifieatkin also "hi
what's happening in 'ebrisumer
forecasting.
They agree on at least one thtrig, that
inflation is causing a lot of concern.
among all economie-reVels, that con-
fidence in government is eroding and
that there could be a message-in it for
'President Carter.
But it isn't quite clear whether or not
they agree about the extent of buying in ,
advance of higher prices,, which could
have a pronounced and negative impact
on sales during the second half of the
year •
7:Z The University of Michigan Survey
Research Center says the buyara
advance psychology is very strong. The
Conference Beard claims that "Con-
trees; to popular theory, rising prices do
not spur consurnein to buy now in fear
of paying more later."
The point is quite important, because
if sales are indeed being "borrowed"
from later in the year, then current.
sales figures are unrealistically in-
flected and will result in weakness later
on.
While the consumer analysts are
porking out their differences, there .
remains a deeper Concern among
economists: With the expansion now in
Its 40th month, can it continue much
longer?
Very few expansions have lasted this
• long, despite attempts to tame. the
economic cycle. Ills for this reason that
some economists tend to say it has to
end scion.  But most remain a b nt.
A panel of 12 economists making up
the Conference_ Board Economic
Fortun announced this week that they
rived sharply curtailed economic
growth in 1979 — but growth never-
theless. jonly one forecast a remsition.
Washington Today
wood from their Clarks River bate
tomlands to feed their wood-burning—
stoves next winter. Both heat their
homes with the popular, squad Fisher
stoves, and strongly attest to their
ability to cut down on heating costs.
Fourteen ricks of this wood is neatly
stacked within easy reach of the
Buster's family room and stove.
_
Flying from a 20-foot steel pole in the
yard is an American flag, given to Jack
by U. S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard
and said to have been flown over the
White House in Washington for one day.
Jack carefully puts it up in the morning
and takes it down in the evenings.
Serially,  the Busters are active with
the local senior citizens' organizations.
Mr,: Buster --is- - the area's
Homemaker Club and they frequently
play pinochle with friends. They also
ash, bowl and make regular trips to the
Lincoln County farm, where the old
horneplace mysteriously burned one
mid-day about a year ago.
Since nether had finished high
school, they also enrolled in and
completed the high school equivalency
program at Murray State, which Jack
calls "a wonderful thing which can help
a lot of people."
++++++
• I envy-Jack and Hattie Buster and
their life in retirement They are living
life a day at a time, doing only what
they want to do, and, from all ap-
pearances, apparently without a ears hi_
the world. Theirs is a good life: -
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent .
White House
Pushing Plan
WASHINGTON (AP) — The White
House is trying to promote its own kind
of taxpayer revolt,- Seeking public
pressure to get Preakkrit Carter's ver-
sion of tax reduction through a balky
Congress.
Vice President Walter F. Mondale
says he'll help lead the charge, and
dares the Republicans to make it an
issue in the congressional election cam-
paign.
They already are. .
"I relish a debate with them over tax
policy." Mondale said in an interview.
"They've always been for loopholes for
the privileged. ... For the Republican
Party to argue that at this moment
they've had a deathbed conversion and
now want to bring relief to the average
American — I don't think they're
believable."
He may not believe then, but a good
many voters apparently do. An
Associated Press-NBC . News poll
showed the parties in a virtual dead
heat on the question of which can do a
better job of keeping taxes down.
Thirty-one percent said the Democrats
could, 29 percent said the Republicans
and "26 percent said neither. The rest
weren't sure.
Carter's tax bill now calls for about
$15 billion in reductions. but House
Republican Leader John J Rhodes
calls it-a phony. He contends that under
the bill, the average household be
paying about $100 more in taxes next
year because of inflation and Social
Security-tax increases,
The Republicans ace Pushing for a 30
percent- tax cut over a three-years
period, and they'll be doing a lot of
talking about it in the congressional
campaign.
"Starting here and now. Republicans
intend to make sire that the American,
voter knows which party seeks a real
tax cut," Rhodes said.
-Butlalking is about all they can do at
this point. They do not have thevoteis to
put over their tax cut bill. A
Republican-sponsored measure to cut
the capital gains tax has substantial
support in Congress, but President
Carter has made clear that if it is part
of the final bill, he will veto it.
He calls it a.- windfall for the rich,„
Rhodes says it is needed to promote'
capital investment and thus create
jobs- •
Economic arguments aside, the last
__thing the administration needs is to
veto a tax cut . in ,the year of
congressional elections and of
Proposition 13.
Se it is trying to line ' up a Wept. and •
Means Committee majority for a_115
billion income tax reduction stripped of
the revisions Carter wanted in the
name of reform, and pof the capital
gains tax cut he opposes.
"We propose tax cuts, we want tax
cuts, but we want them to be fair and
we think the American people want
them to be fair," Mondale said.
WRITE A LIKVER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
snd encouraged. All letterkraust be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and.Phonenumber must be
included for verification. The phone
number, will not be published. •
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced'.. whenever -possible,
and should be on topics of general•
interest. 
_
Editors -reserve the. right to
condense or reject shy letter and
limit freqpent writers,
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray. Ky. 42071
1/4 
Senator Percy' s address... be.prini In
the the Record." i Excerpts follow):
SENATOR CHARLES IL__ PERCY
dli.):'.. The United States cannot
continue to run huge trade deficits. As a
U. S. Senator, I feel responsibility to
base my decisions on reasonable ex-
Pections of future events. We- cannot
afford to have the future of the
American economy dependent on the
assumption that we avoid a worsening
oil crisis—caused by supply or price—
in the 1980's. Or, in-the terms of what
might be' called Disney's law of
Thermodynamics, "Wishing Will not
make it so." . •
"Consumer S' in Illinois and other
states are using gasohol even without a
federal tax exemption as an inceptive.
Gasohol has created new markets for
surplus and inedible. grains. Evena_
tually, gasohol will tangibly benefit all
agriculture.. "Five years ago, I might
have been laughed off the Senate floor
and I proposed tax exemption and
federal test fleets for gasohol. But
today, more and more people are aware
to the benefits of alcohol fuels. Twenty-
eight Senators cosigned .a letter to
Secretaries Fiergland and Schlesinger._
encouraging the use of alcohol fuels...".
+ + + + + + +
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Gasohol is no longer a "funny" word,
Any interruption of our oil supply from
the middle east could bring on oil
rationing and a rush to find a substitute
for -gasoline. Farmers would again, as
in World War H. be in the front' line to




Army Private First Class John E;
Outland, Jr., completed a microwave -
radio equipment- repairman course on •
Julie 29 at the Army Signal School, Fort
Monmouth,' N. J.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Maudie
Rhoades..
The Rev. Richard K. Miller will be
installed as campus minister assigned '
to the United Campus Ministry at
Murray State University on July 14 at
two p.m. at the First Presbyterian
Church.
Jim Garrison, W. B. McCuiston, and
Kenneth Adams of Ryan Milk Company
are attending the fifth annual con-
ference of All Jersey milk distributors
at Biloxi, -Miss. .— -
Robert M. Herndon, son of Mr. and
Mrs. C. W. Herndon, is now serving
aboard the submarine USS Harder with
the home base being Charleston, S. ('
20 Years Ago
a
Lavanda -C,ollins, 1957 -graduate of
--Alines Nigh School, has enlisted in the
U.S. Air Force.
---Harry U. Whayne, M. D.. Murray, is
chairman of the seminar being held by
the -Kentucky Academy of General
Practice at the Kenlake Hotel.
Dr. Robert Fite, professor of
meterologY' at Oklahoma State
University, vumit. professor for _Abe
science institute at Murray State
College, spOke on 'Prospects For
Weather eontrol'• at the meeting of the
Murray Laing' tIjil held at the Murray
Woman's Club House. He was in
troduced by Pete Papzera.
.1erelene Ann Kaufman, daughter of
Mr. and • Mrs., William, Kaufman of
Paducah. was married to James Ed-
ward Sullivan on June 28 at St. John's
Rectory, 
..God's Little Acre" staffing Robeet
Ryan, Aldo Ray, Tina Louise, and
Buddy Hackett is showing at the
Murray Drive In Theatre.
• 30 Years Ago
Russell Hunt, a specialist in tobacco
• frem•the College of Agriculture at the
• University of Kentucky, will be • in
Calloway County on July 14 for an all
(lay field meet, nccording to S. V Foy,
county agent.
Dr. Ralph H. Woods who _recently
returnectfrom -Greete Wilt speak at the
First Christian Church on Simday.
The !ley. Dr. H. F. Paschall' will be
the speaker at the revival services at.
Rakist Church July. 11-18.
Miss . Mary Elitabeth Roberts,.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.' ir P.
Roberts.- was married to Herbert -
Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs. W P
Williams of Paris; Tenn„ On July 10 at '
the First Baptist t'hureti here.
Showing at the Variety Theatre is
-The lady From Shanghai" 'tarring
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Local Man Recalls Life Of Nathan B. Stubblefield'
KNEW NATHAN B. STUBBLEFIELD—Mr. and Mrs. Wildie Ellis, 719,
Sycamore, will observe thier Golden Wedding Anniversary Sept. 17, 1978.
nig above pboalpviiiii wa.imade.sluires-thweciding Sept. 17, 1928.
Although the 17th 'is the date of the anniversary, the Ellises will have their
"family" celebration on Sept. 3 when their relatives from Washington State
and Nevada will be in Murray to help them celebrate. Nathan Stubblefield's
radio (wireless telephone) was patented May 12, 1908, Patent No. 887,357.
He died March 28, 1928 — the same year in which the Eltises were married,
50 years ago.
• State Asks Aggressive Action
In Getting More Railroad Cars
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Interstate Committee Com-
mission Chairman Daniel
O'Neal has been asked to take
aggressive action to force the
Louisville & NaShville Rail Co.
improve service to eastern
Kentucky coal shippers_
Gov, Julian Carroll, state
Commerce---- Gemm i ssi one r
Terry McBrayer and Sen.
Walter Huddleston, D-Ky.,
sent a telegram to O'Neal on
Monday followirn_La meeting
with coal industry leaders,
saying that aggressive action
by the ICC is long overdue.
Despite repeated
assurances by L&N officials
That service woulil be
upgraded, it has not im-
proved, the telegram said.
It termed LAN's car service
record "abysmal," and said
the railroad's coal-hauling
service is totally inadequate.
ICC inVestigators hayt,L,
found ':.present and -clear"
violations of ICC regulations
by the L&N involving
movement of rat hopper cars,
a Carroll aide saidllonday.
The two-week ICC probe of
the L&N rail car situation will
be completed later this week,
and results will be turned over
to the agency's enforcement
division for action, according
to William Cull, a Carroll aide.
Cull said the ICC is
"expected to take significant
action" to resolve the rail car
shortage problem In eiiitern
'Kentucky. .- - -
L&N violations include
failing to pick up loaded coal
hopper cars and to deliver
cars to coat shippers, Cull told
several coal operators"top
state officials and Huddleston,
who asked for the ICC • in-
vestigation last -
UN officials have
acknowledged that there is a
shortage, but contend the
railroad does not have the
financial .resources to build
new hopper cars.
McBrayer and
Huddleston asked O'Neal To'.
YOU ARE INVITED
TO BE OUR GUESTS
AT THE HOMECOMING CELEBRATION
First Christian
Church
111 North Fifth (Courtsquare)
July 15-16, 1978
Saturday 7:30 P.M.
The Rev. J. Howard Nichols ,
BridgetOn, Missouri
Sunday 10:45*. M.
The Rev. Dr. Robert E. Jarman
Roanoke, Virginia
Sunday, 1:00 P.M.




The Howard Swyer Family,
Lakeworth, Florida
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
By E. J. HORTIN
Wildie Ellis, 719 Sycamore, Murray,
who was born at "Five Points" Dec. 18,
1905, is one of the few persons who can
recall incidents in the home life of the
radio inventor, Nathan B. Stubblefield.
Mr. Ellis is the SOU of Mr. and Mrs.
William Henry Ellis, whose home was
on the site of the former Palace Drive-
In.
"Our farm cornered with Stub-
blefield's farm and we were neigh-
bors," Wildie Ellis explained. He
remembers playing with some of the
Stubblefield children.
"Bernard vas older than I was," he
added. "I remember hearing Bernard
talk with Mr. Nathan ever their
wireless telephone." Bernard, who was
born Aug. 3Q4887, karistedhisiavezito
Tither in the early days of his wireles&
experiments and demonstrations.
Bernard died Oct 4, 1973, near
Florence, Miss., where he was living
alone. The old trunk, which his father
Nathan Stubblefield had used in
transporting the first "radio" (wireless
telephone)- to Washington, D. C., in
1902, is now In. the library vault at
Murray State thduersity.
When shown some of the old
meet with them next week
after the investigation is
concluded to discuss ICC
action.
McBrayer said the ICC has
authority to levy stiff fines
against the railroad, but that
,panilive action won't result in
additional rail cars for
Kentucky.
Cull said other actions have
been discussed with the ICC,
including an , injunction
prohibiting the. L&N'from
failing to provide adequate
service in the future.
Several operators charged
at the.meeting that the ICC
has been lax in carrying Out its
duties. -
Cloyd McDowell, head of the
Harlan County Coal Operators
-Association, said service has
not improved recently despite
promises by L&N Officials. "I
can't understand why there's
such laxness on the part of the
ICC," he said.
- "We want results," added
Jacken, president of
Falcon Coal Co. "There have
been investigations on top of
investigations — the ICC files
are lullof
"Our complaint is probably
just as much against the ICC
as the railroad. We• think__
they've been remiss in
carrying out their duties," he
said. •
Jackson said the ICC must
not only give operators
assurance that it will require
the IAN .to provide adequate
service, but must also provide
,a timetable for compliance so
that operators know what to
expect. .
MEDAL WINNER
NEW YORK (AP)- — Coby
Whitmore of Hilton Head, S.C.,
has been named the recipient of
the Society of Illustrators in
..1978 Hall of Fame Medal.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobomapors who boo am
romilbod Mott booko-doltvorod
copy of Tim lavcroy Wow a
Thom by S:311 p.m. 111•4116,-
!Wavy for toy 3:31Ip. so. so %Ow
days In ergo/ to mil 753-416
Whims StXI p... ood I jam,
lAmisy-Ivian, or 1s11 p.m
ottd 4p. ot. litoribtys, to Won
doloory se Ms fotoispimor.
mom bo plum/ by a p.a. urea
iloys or 4 p.m. Saturdays to
soiromoo
photugraphs, Mr. Ellis was able to
identify some of the Stubblefield family
as well as neighbors and friends. He
verified the. location of the Stubblefield
borne and the old well or cistern.
Mivay State recently acquired the old
Stubblefield home site. The well is
marked today by a concrete curb.
What did the early radio "look like"?
Ellis was asked. "Just like the
engraving op the monument," he
replied.
Mr. Ellis -told of a small building
about 100 feet or more from the house
where Mr. Stubblefield kept some of his
equipthent. He remembers seeing some
10 or 12 square glass bottles or jar's in
the little building or "station" that the
farmer-inventor had constructed.
These "bottles or jars" were
_..'..probably the -ground-ce/ls" or-bat-
teries that Mr. Stubblefield once
described as the "bed rock of my in-
vention." This battery was invented
and later patented by Mr. Stubblefield
on March 8, 1898. _
Ellis said he and one of the Stub-
blefield children were in the little
building once, without the knowledge of
the inventor. They were severely
reprimanded and ordered not to de it
again. "He asked us if we had touched
anything," Ellis recalls.
Horses would be frightened by
peculiar electrical noises as neighbors
in their buggies or wagons were driving
by the home. Years later, while
Stubblefield was living at Van C3eve out
in the county, Ellis saw strange glowing
lights among the trees.
Mr. Ellis was able to clear up a minor
"mystery" concerning some "round
balls" seen in trees in old pictures of
Stubblefield's home: "These were
hedge apples," Ellis Said. The yard was
surrounded by hedge- trees and the
"balls" remained on these trees, even
though the photograph was made in
Mr. Ellis thinks Stubblefield's in-
vention couldhave been stolen on one of
his trips to Washington. There are
many theories as to the cause -of
Stubblefield's failure to reap the profits
of his discoveries„ft is known that the
inventor received substantial stock in
the Wireless Telephone Company of
America which was organized in 1902 to
promote Stubblefield's system, which
at that time had not been patented.
In Ms rater years Stubblefield was
working on solar power, Ellis believes.
This was after his "radio" had failed to
bring him the fortune he thought he
would receive.
Ellis described a circular disc shaped
device he saw on the top of his little
workshop building. "It was like a
mirror, and it turned with the sun," he
explained. "I heard him say that there
is enough sunlight wasted in a day's
time to run the world a year at night."
Later Nathan IC Slubbhdleld became
separated Irma his bonny. The old
home (adjacent to the campus on N.
16th Street} burned and the inventor of
radio bombs a recluse. On Mardi 26,
1928, he died alone and almost forgotten
in a little house five miles northwest of
Murray.
A monument in his memory was,
erected by a journalism class if
Murray State Teachers College in 1930.
The modest marker is almost obscured
by a parking lot, but it tells the story
that Wildie Ellis remembers so well.
Mr. and Mrs. Wildie Ellis will have
their 50th wedPing anniversary on Sept.
17, 1978. To help them celebrate this
anniversary, nephews and other
relatives plan to come to Murray
earlier, on Sept. 3 for the family
"celebration." Mr. and Mrs. Ellis was
married Sept. 17, 1928.
Mrs -Ellis before her marriage was
Lorene Clark a former student at
Murray State.
Mr. Ellis says with pride he worked
for the contractor that built Wrather
_Hall,- the first building on the campus.
By the way "Five Points" was "Six
Points" when he was a boy, for there
were six roads leading into that
location. His father was "overseer" in
building Sixteenth Street and Chestnut
Street.
As a boy — long years ago — Wildie
walked back and forth on the road
between the Stubblefield and Flps
homes. And he heard voices at each end
of the road coming clearly without
wires through the intervening "ether."
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Here's How — 
Flexibility In One-room Living
By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures
One-room living - lots of It
altered by structural ploys -
has become a whole 'nother
thing
The studio room has became
yay an oasis of creativity, on
the whole providing room for
essential things that NV Mot
only uted but are attractive
enough to display decoratively.
It is do-it-yourselfers* dial-
lenge
Air space is captured, and
with a lot of headroom, bit-
comes, bunk beds and the like,
charm is.u3jected quickly.
Many books have been writ-
ten about decorating a one-
room living space, but a slim
volume, -One-Room Living."
by Sue Rowlands has been reis-
sued and gives some lively
ideas on hew to incorporate
mass and space
•For students one-room living
may be a transient stop, she
points out; but also the one
room makes a happy sanctuary
for newlyweds, too, where they
Learn about the costs of living.
The one-room place shoulde
cheap to heat, cheap to clean
and require a minimum
amount of furniture .
'Older homemakers seek this
same warmth and convenience.
Aged parents who value their'
indtvendence like the one-room
setting .
One-room living, of course,
can get chaotically out of hand,
points out Rowlands.. It can
lead to untidiness, lack of
privacy and failure to organize ) The detectors ate manufac-
space. But an-open-Plan, all-m- tured by Wells Fargo Protee-
, one living space offers versatil- lion Systems. 8 Ridgedale Ave.,
ity, flexibility and freedom of • Cedar Knolls, N. J. 07927; the
3POPO• liqhid restorer_ by. STP Corp.1
'deas'Here are some sug- 1400 West Commercial Blvd.,
gested by Rowlands and shown rt. Lauderdale, Fla. 33310; and
in color illustrations in the the locking device by Jenser In-
book; a spray container..., and that it : ternaboual. Box 92. Halesite, N.
- A totally committed large- helps to protect against oxida- Y. 11743.)
room has separate living
wardrobes, may be tetrad into
a variety of usefill storage de-
'vices The base drawer section
can be made into a separate
chest of drawers, the top can
remain as -a more reasonable
wardrobe cupboard. The mu--
raced door can be used as a
wall mirror and the remaining
wood used to make shelves and
cupboard doors.
t "One-Room Living, is pub-
lished by Quick Fox.)
ON TH-E
By ANDY LANG- •
Newsfeatures
What's new on the market' •
TH PRODUCT -- A line of
"extFI protection" fire and
smoke detectors. '
Manufacturer's claim - That
this line includes a combination
model which has ionization and
photo-electric systems in one
integrated unit that -it is es-
pecially suited for various liv-
ing areas where the dual pro-
tection system provides the
fastest possible warning of all
kinds of fires that another
model, of the ionization type.
has a self-contained automatic
- safety- light - ... and that this
model is beneficial in house-
holds with children, elderly and
the infirm because it has a
warning light as well as alarm_
tiob that causes dullness and
brittleness.
11E f'RODOCT - A•loclung
device for residential doors.
Manufacturer's claim - That
this device incorporates two
-steel reinforcements along the
leading edges df the door and
iamb which encase a 7-point
locking system .. that the lack-
ing points include five dead
belts and two dog bolts, all
driven by one four-sided key ...
that installation generally re-
quires no modification of the
existing door ... and thal the
device features what is known
as a 10-lot cylinder. "the only
high security cylinder which
has never been picked"
• —
!thirty five do-it-yourself top-
ics are covered in Andy Lang's
handbook, "Practical Home Re-
pairs," available by sending
$1.50 to this newspaper. at Box
5, Teaneck. N. J. 07666.
Vac-es at vartow leveLs,leading
_ up from the living area by an
open staircase.
The photos of that 'room in•
the book give the appearance of
an outdoor experience with
green plants, a girl on a swing
that hangs from the rafters and
• a hammock.
- A smaller area is a bed
above a Working-dining. spct
- below. The platform above. the
dining .space provides a 'big
sleeping area. .
'After finding the space. Use
. next step should be to decide--
how to allot it. And that can go
in many directions.
The book suggests beginning
- with basic necessities. But it
really is the .time to do the
structural planning that is de-
termined -try the size of the
roomT
Plan the materials necessary
and estimate their cost before
acquiring work plAtis and be-
) ginning the project.
....... • After basic essentials, a good
bed and other necessary fun-.
tire might be chosen. arid the
space converted to suit one's
needs as a student, day worker,
ehatever. For example, do you
eat out a lot' If so: you might
have less use for a well stocked
culinary center than the gour-
met decorator might have.
-. Landlords may not like what
you paw to do on their proper-
- ty, et01111811g-that must-be-ow
tied earIYouuney Deed to got .
permission_ op a shelf or
do any 'tracheal work at all.
'lime esa might track down
small-scale kitchen equipment
that is specifically designed for
smaller homes - modular fur-
niture and the like, screens that
'Might be ,found_AL_IwIk__sticipy.
- and refurbished to match the
decorating scheme, roller
• blinds or Roman blinds- hung
from the ceiling to conceal stor-
age.
Moveable units are valuable
in a small space. Low cabinets
esayliouse all -sorts of things,
arid 'house-plant greenery does
a good job of dividing spaces
- visually
As for junk-shop decorating,
which is usually ideal in the
early stages of decorating a
one-room - as the book points
out - it ma i later become a
junk-shopping mania.
A shopping hint: 'This year's
bargains seem to be heavy -on
massive pieces of furniture.




Some 16 beds of flowers-and
plants -- selected specially for
blind persons -- have „been in-
stalled in Hamburg's City
Park
The beds are on platforms
some 30 inches high end are
surrounded by a handrail. They
'contain herbs, levergreerrs,
'small trees, flowers and vari-
*us types of grasses, all ar-
ranged in sequence and for
easy access to the hands of the
blind. Each bed contains a ta-
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THE PRODUCT' - A product
to help restore and beautify
vinyl, rubber, leather . and
wood.
Manufacturer's claim That
this liquid can be used on
boota, shoes, luggage, sports
and camping equipment, vinyl
tops, dashboards, hoses. tire,
and dozens of itenis indoors
and outdoors ... that it is easy
to apply since it is packaged in
HOMES FOR AMERICANS
/o-,/ ,10
ZONED ACTIVITY IS POSSIBLE with this four-bedroom, 2,022-square foot
house. It features three terracis---one for familf living,:ine for dining and
another for the owner's private use. Bedroom No. 4 is easily adaptable for a
sitting rootn„or nursery if desired. For more information on Plan HA1048
write-enclosing _a stameed, self-addressed...envelope-the architectural
firm of Ytirk.61. 41.•henke, rit 7th St., Garden City, N.Y., 11530_
By ANUY LANG
AP Newsleatures
Here's the Answer gg
Q. - You recently told a
reader ttuit the maximum In-
terest rate on home mortgage
loans backed by the Federal
Housing Administration was 834
percent. According to my infor-
mation, it is 9 percent. Which is
correct? Also, is this the high-
est maximum interest rate ever
allowed on such mortgageet-
And why does it keep going up'
A. - Between the time the
reply was _writ‘en and appeared
in newspapers, the rate moved
up from 83,4 percent tir 9 per-
cent. What's more, between the
time you sent your letter and
the time it was received, the
rate moved up another per-
cent, so that it is now 9',2 per-
cent. Let's hope this gets into
print before there is another in-
crease. In any case, 9ti percent
matches the highest maximum
interest rate ever permitted on
FHA mortgage loans. It is also
„ the new rate for loans guaran-
teed by the Veterans Adminis-
tration. Why does it keep going
up? Because both lending in-
stitutions and builders steered
clear of FHA and VA loans
whenever they could. In many
-casex-tenders have charged so-
called "points" on such loans_
it is the hope of the govern-
ment that the latest inerease
will bring federal-backed mort-
gage loans in line with other
competitive rates..
Q. - Our house is 30 years
old. It had always been painted
witeoil paint, but about a year
ago we painted it with latex
paint, It is now starting to peel.
-When I 'Vramined the walls
• closely, I saw that both the oil
and latex coats are coming off..
- What causes this, and was it
because we used latex over oil?
- No. The fact that both
types are coming loose in-
dicates that the oil coat or
coats began to peel and took
the latex coat with it. As to
what made the oil paint peel,
there are several things thatb.
might cause this, but the most
likely is that moisture got un-
der the .paint_end forced it
loose. The moisture could have
emanated from inside the house
and worked its way through the
walls or it, could have come
from some outside source, such
as an overflowing gutter that
dumped rain behind the ex-
terior walls. Get off as mueh of.,._
the old paint as possible,
smooth it where necessary,*
then apply a coat of primer and .
repaint, Once you have decided
whether to use latex or oil
paint, be sure you get the prop-
er primer for that kind of
paint.
Q. - We have been having
trouble with peeling paint on
the outside of our house. I read
somewhere that, before paint-
ing again, vents should be in-
stalled in the outside walls to
allow moisture to escape. Is
this so? And if so, where should
they be installed? -Our._ house
has wood siding. -
A..- Yes, slich vents serve
the purpose of preventing a
buildop of moisture behind the
exterior walls. They should -he
inserted through holes drilled in
the siding between studs.
(Do-it-yourself painters will
find detailed information in
Andy Lang's booklet, "Paint
Your House inside and Out;"
available' by sending 35 cents
and a STAMPED, self-ad- -
dressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 47-7, Huntington, N.Y„-
11743. Questions CT-general in-
terest will be answered in the
column, but individual corre
spondence cannot be under,---
taken. )
Quick drying durable flat finish
• Resists blisters,peellm-mildew
• Easy water clean-up
1111(.7..5 GOOD THRU JUL?, 11778
701 S. 4th, Murray Phone 753-0839 Open Mbn.-Fri. 7 ti15, Sat. 8-12
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Waterwise ways are worth
a shower of home savings
Suddenly: Water is the new
precious commodity in your
home.
.. Soaring costs and stunning
- shortages have made Ameri-
cans all across the country
water-conscious as never be-
fore. Researchers predict the
moves toward strict Water
conservation will accelerate
AS we face the fact that clean,
usable water is indeed a
limited-and increasingly
expensive-resource. . -
What is the outlook? And,
what can, you do to become a
water-wise consumer?
Good questions. And, the
• experts. at Elie Plum-
bingware, leading fixture
manufacturer, have devel-
oped solid, practical answers
• to both.
First, the "water cyisis" is
_real. Runaway consumption
is a problem everywhere. By
1980, unless we learn to con-
serve, total withdrawals of
water in the U.S. are ex-
pected to hit 800 billinn gaI-
Ions 'daily-l00 billion gal-
lons more than nature pro-
vides us each day. •
That means depleting re-
serves and trying to survive
with steadily worsening shor-
tages. Severe -drought in
many areas has already has-
tened this confrontation.
Further, sewer and waste
treatment capacity in nearly,
all communities is limited.
Plants can only process so
much waste as they move'
toward meeting the 1985
- clean water standards man-
dated by the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agents._
Water saving becomes Irital
to avert rationing, budding.
moratoriums and-'tremen-
dous increases- in' m costs to all - For a room that .re
tional model, yet typically
saves you 3,S100 gallons of
water, yearly.
Reduced-flow shower
heads and faucets such as
those in Eljer's product line
produce water saving% of as-
much as 50 percent while still
giving you ample water flow.
These water savings were
projected' from laboratory
tests; personal usage can af- -
feu savings 'data on an indi-
v Mal basis.
"The use of water-efficient
toilets and showers offers the
grFatest opportunity for sig




fixtures,- you can cut home
water consumption- dramat-
ically by following these
.easy-to-do tips from Etter:
Have a qualifiedtechnician
from your water service
check the water meter. A
Worn. leaky Meter wastes
wat e r. •
l' I \ any leaky pipes. Check
connections. Replace worn
washers and defective
fixtures. A pinhole leak from
a faucet wastes 170 gallons,a
day at !formal household
pressure; a constant dribble a
staggering 3,600. gallons
Toilets can leak gallons
and gallons without your
knowing it. Pour a few drops
of food coloring into the tank._
If the color shows up in the
bowl without the toilet being
flushed, there's a leak.
GOOD-LOOKING AND WATER-SAVING, TOO!—
'These smart fixtures from Eljer Plumbingware's
product line carry a dottbie bonus. They're
decorator-designed to handsomely complement your
bath. And, their .apecially-engineered water-saving
fixtures make them perfect fur lowering -your family's
water use and costs.
taxpayers,-
the home equipped with
water-saving fixtures from
Eljer's product line . .
enough water -take year to
take an incredible 1,591 av-
• erage baths!
The authoritative "Ameri-
can Home" magazine, in a
special report on the water
crisis, said consumers must
"demand that builders install
water-saving fixtures and
• applian&s." It urged owners
of existing homes to "replace
outmoded plumbing equip-
ment when it fails" with
water-saving models.
A new water-saving toilet,
such as Eljer'S "Emblem,"
works as effectively and
costs no more than a conven-
MANMOLE MAP
SEATTLE ( AP) - Do you
want--to--know where you are?
Look down at _ your feet and
-consult a manhole Myer.
Some 19 maghole covers cast
as city maps have been in-
stalled in downtown Seattle.
The idea for the covers came
from Europe, where a Seattle
resident saw decorative drain
covers.
The covers, designed by Ann
Knight, a former urban design-
er for the city's Department of
Community Development, have
be recognized for excellence
in design by two groups. A re-
productiOnsif one appeared in a







--Yriti can o a o To-Nel-p
antic ttle-is-th-e-naturate • cr-
• • 9
gF)t-jatYveYattule-rfa'st VWC-4471--Cergrse tantlial say;
ings at the same time.
Eljer experts showed that
in _Wheaton, Illinois-where
- average -daily
water use of 269 gallons mir-
rored the typical American
., It home EPA estimate of 225
gallons-installationof water-
saving fixtures and fittings
throughout a house could
theoretically save a Wheaton
-homeowner nearly 41 per
• cent on his water bill.
That Meant savings Of up
• ft) 109 gallons each day for• ,.-
By LIS KING
It's amazing how few
Amencana—dit-orating /5111Ts
think of including ceramic
tile in their blinding and re-
modeling plans. Considering
that tile is thousands of years
old, it's certainly a natural for
rooms that reflect the Past.
"The many years of think-
ing of ceramic tile as strittlya
bath product may have a lot
to do with this," speculates'
theTi1çouncilof America.
Guess Who's Not Coming
--To Dinner?
RID-O-RAY
The non polluting way turd,
yourself of pesky bugs. Will
not harm birds or wildlife. -
GET THE BUGS OUT
tip -0-RAY • OF YOUR LIFE600
figEPLACE
rt
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky.__ •
753-4150
-K.IFTOT7r harhglovi-RoWucTs. Dovision of Beftric• rcioffs
BRICK-SHAPED TILE by Aztec looks fabulous in-this
informal dining room, which borrows its decor from
the traditional keeping room. More ceramic tile is used
on the walls behind the Franklin stove.
"But it's about time people
- revise their thinking. For
today tile manufacturers are
offering products that are
wonderfully suitable for
Americana rooms, be they
country casual or more for- -
mat."
So here, from the Council,
are some ideas for those who
like rooms with a sense of
history.
Brick-shaped tile is super
for early American kitchens,
baths, family and dining
rooms. And it surpasses




A- - Beautiful \I
C In Stock 4 e.e"-'44 /141---,,,
CARPET P.anbeyling
ir L 2." to 4." **. CHAMPION
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Also, ceramic tile comes in
colors !nicks never heard of,
such as midnight blue, har-
vest gold, avocado green.
dark brown, rich berry 'col-
ors, black, and every con-
ceivable shade of beige and
white. 
You can set that brick -
shaped tile in many wass.
straight brick fashion; in a
herringbone pattern; or in
tblirkoc s tfh  
ltwo,light parquetbl u  o r 
style.
gold
grout. Now, such a floor
would add extraordinary elc-
gance to your period furnish-
ings.
Mogaics-availablei in
ever Y color combination
under the sun-can also
create great elegance -under-
foot. Today', these tiny tiles
even come pre-arranged in
sheets to give you stint time
less patterns as flamestitch
Bargello effects, and medal
lion motifs. •
If your dinihg room boasts
a chain rail, think of using a
lovely decorative tile on the
lower pan of the wall. lek
ipreaac.tical -AND beautifuld
Dressing up a fireplas,
with a row of decorative tiles
- around the opening is still
another way to add tradi•
tiortal charm to ,a room. -
•- And how about the out
dobrs? Concrete. asphalt
paving and redwood decks
are hardly suitable compan-
ions for - your traditional
home. Ceramic tile .1S! Un-
glazed quarry tile and pavers.
which sport that earthy look.
will be right at home on the
natio and front walk of your
NO RICKSHAW
SALT LAKE CITY (API -
People here will have to make
do without the services of, a
"rickshaw" company; the city
commission ruled.
The commission, acting upon
the advice of traffic engineer
Gerald Blair, unanimously de-
nied a petition asking for pas-
sage of laws &nailing a "rick-
shaw service" in the downtown
area.
Blair said if the "rickshaw"
treally a bicycle outfitted to
Carry passengers) were used on
the streets it wtadd be a 
traffichazard, arid If 41t ware used on
the sidewalks, it Weald repre-
sent ii hazard to pedestrians




A father of four was recently
Indoctrinated into the fine art
of choosing a cleaning lady. His
wife was ill
It was no small financial
transaction, $6 an hour, and he
needed the helper once a week
for eight hours. He learned a
lot from three experiences, and
he pass"; on some suggestions
that might be helpful to others:
"Better not choose the hired
hand for a Monday - she may
be sleeping off a Sunday bender
while you wait_ to .give instruc-
tions before leaping on the
train for work.
"She may telephone and,
chose tc, do her own bargaining
tomorrow.
'When she arrives, she will
delay you with one of the many
tales that cleaning persons
seem to have on tap. There are
the car problems - motor
trouble, bad' battery, brakes
and the like. You name it. Her
car can muster it up. Or if it
isn't the car perhaps it was her
husband or children taken sud-
denly ill or she had to drive a
child to a day camp because
the bus broke down.
"Be Sure the wine or liquor
bottles are kept out of reach. If
she is to be there atolls, she'll
find them if she - is inclined to
nip while your wife naps. I
leave out a few empty bottles
and store current bottles with
neighbors.
'She may have no respect for
your towels. She may wad up
wash cloths and. guest towels
and use them' with abrasive
cleaners. The cleaner-upper
may have popped them into the
washing machine afterward,
and without your knowledge of
what has happened they may
turn up full of holes caused by
the caustic cleaners.
-Who knows, she - may use
bath towels or anything else
available in the bathroom that
will soak up water and cleanser
to clean the tub and the basin
ITHE WORLD OF PESTS
P' Walter Camas.pres. d-CON co. - -
Have•you ever been near a Wanted to Know about Rats,triti 
lake or a. stream on.a warm Roaches, Bugs, Etc. . . But
s Were Afraid to As Write pring day when suddenly,
almost from nowhere, a d-CON, PO Box 186. White
cloud of insects, sometimes Plains, New York 10602.
colonial home.
Fora broad view of what's
_.__going..on.in..the_w_orld of
write the Tile CounciTaf
America, P.O. Box 2222.
Princeton, N.J. 08540. For 50
cents yOu'll receive a 12-page'
booklet full of colorful illus-
trations and sound decorat-
ing hints.
Quarry tile-the classic
earthen-red as well as the
newer pales and browns-is
also made to order for Amer-
• -i-cana *paths.• Large-sized
squares are wonderful for
any informal room, while
Moorish shapes are best for
• uth *tof-theorder diicent.•"Those who like their vin-
tage decors to reflect an Old
World feeling, might con- •
sider hex-shaped tile for the
floors. The shape and that
hand-crafted look that's so
typical of niirrry tile create a
distinctly Provencal mood..
For kitchen--walls and
backsplashes there are lovely -
Pennsylvania Dutch, sam-
pler, Blue Delft and herb
so thie-k-it seems like a
snowstorm, suddenly rises?
Those swirling specks are
probably millions of mayflies
who emerged with their new
wings from surrounding wa-
ters only hours ago. As you
see them in flight they are
• racing against time td- Meer-.
to mate, and to return to the
water to lay their eggs. To-
morrow they'll be dead.
For a creature so'sinatl ; the -
mayfly is a very complicated
bit of life. It begins its life
c;yeie in water, breathing
through gills, very miich hke
- -a frsIrs-Of the 1500 known--
species, 500 can be found in
-Moth America. Some live
motifs.
A gleaming ceramic tile'
floor can also be enormously
formal. Just think of- white
octagonal tiles underfoot,
perhaps with Wedgewood-
blue -tile "dots" accenting
the geometry, or an all-white
water, while others burrow in
mud bottom ponds:
While they're in the water,
----which-can beas--iosig as- three--
years, or as short as a few
weeks, again depending upon
the species, they neve,r stop
eat invand they never escape
from the danger of being
eaten, as they are a great fa-
vorite of bass, trout, birds,
frogs and larger insects:
Some of the fisherman's
finest artificial dry flies are
patterned atter the mayfly.
- Once the time cornes for-
-, these tiny cseatureS-li) leave
the water for the sky, the
change takes no More than 10
seconds, hi that time their
Skin split's down the batk and
out comes an insect with'
wings and a long tail filament.
Now they're a faVorite dish
for the birds.
*Mayflies have only a
• rudimentary mouth because
they don't take time to eat.
Before sunset the females
will be back to the water,
each species with its own var-
iety of egg, laying as many as
1,000' before dying.
Short and dangerous as
their lives are, there are al-
'Pways enough survivars _fur,
them to start all over again.,
For more information-.
- about these, or any other-
pests, send for our free book-
let, "Everything You've
and maybe evetstbe floor i you
may get lucky so have a
cleaning person that tkesn't do
floors! )."
He's had the experience 'With
their favorite towel which now
looks like a nesting place for
swallows --at least there are
plenty, of holes in it.
-Expensive, perfumed soap
may be used to -wash the dog
I cleaning persons who don't do
floors surprisingly enough may
do dogs) . . expensive per-
fume may be squirted about
where she has been smoking
and don't be surprised that
lipstick-stained cigarette butts
are left in the ash trays ( which
you paid her to clean i after she
has left." .
On the one occasion when he
spent a day at home with the
cleanirig person, the employer
made several other observa-
tions:
She likes to drink Milk ouCof
the carton, since this saves
washing a glass after-.use. Ditto
ginger ale or any other liquid
stored in the refrigerator.
Then, too, if her shoes need a
little touching up a hinds kitch-en dishtowel csur be used.
As the parent points out. not ,
all housekeepers would pat a
family through such unplea-
sentries, but recognizing the
signs might help pinpoint some
types not suited for your em-
ployment.
REFINISHING & CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
. •
Ret,  sh,rig R Rep,: r
Bioss tior,twort-
Also
Custom 8 , hen Cot,
GiveYour Old Cob ',ors a N.,.
Without Teari-iq Them O. •
Muir,
Be sure to stop-by and
see our kitchen display(
uakerTnaib
753-1713
The woman shopper does her homework.
She consults advertising prior
to general purchases...
OF YOUNG HOMEMAKERS' REPORTING
Look at advertising before Purchase





...and that advertising is in newspapers
(even for heavy TV viewers)
• % WHO LOOK AT ADVERTISING =100%..
Source of Advertising All Young Heavy TV
Consulted HomemOkirS• ewers• •
NEWSPAPERS'











She gets information on
special sales from newspapers.















-Source: The Young Homemakers,
NAB (Ap'('il, 1974)
Note that totals are OVA/ 100% because of
multiple Mentions. -,
• 'Young Homemakers' ore married women
18-30 rears of age.
She uses her newspaper actively.
1 1 3% % Of OMEN READERS WHO CLIPPED ADS
- IN LAST 3 MOS
"Viewed 5 sours or more yesterday.
•
Source: The Young Homemakers. NA al/April, 1974)
Note that,totats are over 100%.becou se of
multiple mentions
Clipped I newspaper ad
Clipped 2 newspaper ads






Source: Basic Acts About Newspapers, NAB (March, 197
'
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Gunning For 7th Straight Win 
SAN DIEGO ( API — Pit-
cher Vida Blue and outfielder
Reggie Jackson, teammates
for so long on the con-
_yoverkial Oakland A's, are in
and out of the spotlight for
torught's 49th All-Star Game.
Blue, traded across the bay,
by Oakland to‘San Francisco
during spring training;
becomes the first pitcher ever
to start All-Star games for
both leagues when he opens on
the mound for the Nationals.
Some youngster on the
plane told me I was the last
winning pitcher for the
American League," • Blue
commented, and then
laughed, "I already knew it."
He was the -starter and
winner in 1971 when the AL
took a 6-4 victory — with
" Jackson s-mashing a
.4reinendous home run over the
roof of Detroit's Tiger
Stadium — and also started in
. 1975 when the NL won 6-3 in its
current domination of the
midsummer classic.
— Monday night, however,
<Jackson became the fifth
• player to withdraw from the
American League squad when
he telephoned Manager Billy
. Martin and reported that he •
weis running afever of 102-103__
degrees.
Jackson was promptly
replaced by his New York
Yankees -70eammate, third -
baseman. Craig Nettles, who
'himself had been scratched
Ni Attempting To Continue Its Domination
Sunday with a bruised toe.
Jackson -is the only AL
starter to pull out but the
juruor circuit also has lost
catcher Thurman Munson,
infielder Rick Burleson and
outfielder Carl Yastrzemski.
The National League lost
starting catcher Johnny
Bench, who has beenauffering
from a bad back in recent
weeks. Ted Simmons of St.
Louis will replace him.
The NL has won six straight,
14 of. 15, 19 of 21 and-lends the
series 29-18 with one tie.
American League President
Lee Mac-Phailcalls the recent
'result "embarrassing . "
Manager Tommy Lasorda
of the Los Angeles Dodgers, in
naining a hurler from arch-
rival San Francisco, said
Blue's knowledge of American
League hitters was a factor,
but added, "I think__he is. the
best pitcher in the National
League." .
Blue, with a 12-4 record,
opposes Baltimore's Jim
Palmer, 10-7, who was Mar-
tin's choice to start for the
American League in the 9
p.m., EDT, game before a
sellout San Diego- Stadium
crowd of 55,000 and a national
televisionaudience. '
Palmer was less than en-
thusiastic over his starting
assignment. On 'Monday, the
righthandif "Tunderwent
treatment in Los Angeles for a
sore left shoulder and corn-
Site Of-isni-British Open 
mented:
•'1 don't really want to start.
I started last year and I
embarrassed myself and now
I'm hurt. But somebody has to
do it."
• Palmer missed the Monday
workout that _ drew an
estimated 25,000 to the park
for the open session. •
Martin's starting lineup will
have first baseman Rod
Carew of the Minnesota Twins
leading off, followed by
George- Brett, Kansas City,
3b; Jim Rice, -Boston, If;
_Ftichie ask, Texas, rf ; Carlton
Fisk, Boston, c; Fred Lynn,
Boston. et-replacing Jackson;
Don Money; Milwaukee, 2b,
and Fred Patek, Kansas City,
ss.
• Lasorda, whose Dodgers
lost to Martin's Yankees in the
1977 World Series, will have
Pete _Rose of- Cincinnati.. aL_
third base, followed by Rose's
teammates Joe Morgan at
second base -and George
Foster in right field. Greg
Luzinski of Philadelphia plays
left field and bats cleanup.
Then come Steve Garvey, Los
Angeles, lb; Simmons, c;
Rick Monday, Los Angeles, cf,
and Larry Bowa,
Philadelphia, ss. - - • •
Neither manager revealed._
'substitution strategy except
Martin, who said, "I'll bring in
my left-handed pitchers when
Tommy brings in his left-
handed hitters."
Ron Guidry, who won 13
games before 1(2$ing his last
start with the -Yankees, had
been expected to be the starter
for the AL, but Martin said his
ace hadn't. shown his usual
velocity tn r_ecent outings. _
-Our players really want to
win this one," declared the
'Yankees" manager. • 'This is
the first time in recent years
that the AL really wants to
win."
President MacPhail said, "I
can say the recent i•esults
have been an embarrassment,
a league as superior as we are
to lose as many as we have."
There was criticism of the
fans' voting in determining
the team, but the Dodgers'
Garvey said he favors
retention of the system and
said, "There is no greater
honor than playing -with your
_peers-in this j&ame.'„'
In 1974, Garvey "Work* --a
starting position as a write-in
and wound up as the game's
Most Valuable Player.
Blue was asked if he
remembered his performance
in 1971 and replied, "Oh, yes.
Johnny Bench hit. a homer off
me and Hank Aaron hit his
first extrabase hit in an All
-Star gaiyie."
Aaron's "extra-base hit"
also was a homer.
"I've faced all the batters in
the American League lineup
and they're all tough," said
Blue.
Golfers Laud St. Andrews Course
ST.-- ANDREWS, - Scotland
AP — -*If you were going to
build a new course, you
certainly wouldn't taiild one
like this," said Arnold
Palmer.
"If I tried to lay out another
course like_ this one, people
would laugh at me and say,
.Call that a golf course?" said
Jack Nicklaus.
"It's a very well laid-out
course," said Andy Bean, this
years top U.S. money winner.
"You've got .to hit a perfect
shot to get close."
They were all talking about
the Old Course at St. Andrews,
cradle of the game and mecca
far golfers the world over. On
Wednesday, St. .Andrews
stages its seventh British
Open since World War II and
as 22nd since the Open was
first played 120 years ago.
Both Nicklaus and Palmer
hastened to get the record
straight — they weren't guilty
of high golfing treason.
"It's a very subtle course —
though some people might call
it by other names," said
Pelmer, who played his first 
„Open -at St. Andrews 19 years
ago. "To play it properly
you've got to take a greet deal
of thought" • . -
-1-think it's fabulous," said
Nicklaus, who like Palmer is a
two-time Open winner.
Nicklaus Won in 1970, the last
time the Open was played
here.
"You've got, to accept it for
what it is — the home of golf.
Some people may say it's the
worst courstr-they've seen. It
isn't, and I love it," Nicklaus
said.
Bean arrived. here Sunday
after an overnight flight from
the United States. Three hours
afterwards he made his first
acquaintance with the course
and shot a 4-under-par 68 in
practice.
"I must admit that when I
first saw it I thought it was
rougher than we expect in the
U.S. But the more you play it,
the more you learn to respect
it," he said.
. St. Andrews is a course,
%windswept most of the time,
without trees, with gorse

















hidden sandtraps and un-
dulations to catch the unwary.
• Many of the hazards can't
be seen from the tees, and
Palmer commented mildly
and politely, "It's unusual for
a course to have hazards that
you can't see.':
Nicklaus and- Tom Watson,
'who won the Open in 1975 and
again last year, are joint 6-1
favorites to win this time,
Hubert Green and Lee
Trevino, the last- man to in
twice in a row, are at 14-1 with
Severiane Ballesteros , of
Spain, Gary Player of South
Africa and Tom Weiskopf at
16-1. •
Bean is rated at 25-1.
drioles Nip Indians
For Pony League Title
Tim Brown's tie-breaking
single in the bottom of the
seventh capped a two-run
rally and gave the Orioles a
wild 12-11 victory and the
Pony League championship
Monday evening.
The ending was typical-of
the contest, which saw both
teams stage rallies that gave
each the lead several times. _
The Indians jumped to a 2-0
lead in thekop of the first, but
Oriole third-baseman Don
Hargrove cracked a three-run
homer in the bottom of the
inning to put his team on top.
The Indians countered with
six runs in the next two in-
nings to go ahead 8-3, but the
Orioles scored five times in
The fourth to knot the Score.
After the Orioles went up 10-
8 in the fifth, the Indians
pushed three runs across
before the Orioles' game-
winning rally. •
The win made the Orioles
double champs, since they
finished on top after' ular
season play with an 8-4 recrd.
Hargrove came on in relief
•••.• of Oriole starter Gary Simms
in the third, who "exited-Ay/Rh
five strikeouts, to walk two
and fan eight more Indians.
Stacey Smith went the
distance for the Indians,
walking four and fanning
eight.
Brown had three hits for the
game, including a double, arid
Jeff Miller contributed a
double for the winners.
Bob Fry rapped three hits
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Copes from Our WIC
10110-COSI 695 Dry Coger-st
something else They're
rrch. black. Solids are
completely filled Some say
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• HEST TIME TOME
-41144111
Twin-lakes Homes & Garages
F' Rni•Ae, Hwy. Saves C,Kv Moe 1 502-527 54M
Nies Owed & Seim boury bow swam
•
_ Stealing The Pony League Title
•
• The Orioles' Mike Boggess barrels into second base in second-inning action Monday as Indian shortstop Bob Fry takes the
throw. The Orioles rallied to take a 12-11 victory and the Pony League championship.
MTA's Goal: To Develop Junior Tennis
by Tony Wilson
ww Litiger L Lees Sparta hin.
The strength of junior tennis in
Murray is well evident; what with the
nation-wide success of Mel Purcell and
the five-year winning streak of Murray
High's girls' tennis team, that fact isn't
hard to sae. —
But UMW -that meow ml 1g a
continual development of junior
players;'s development on a large
enough scale to insure that the better
players may be discovered and their
skills enhanced.
That's just what the Murray Tenn/s..„,
Association is all about—its members
realize that tennis must begin for an
individual at an early age. "
And that was the idea in mind when
the MTA formed three years ago: the
devoloprnent and promotion of junior
tennis in Murray.
The conclusion of two recent events-
the MTA's junior tennio clinic June 14-
30 and its mixed doubles scramble this
past weekend—shows . that the
•
organization is still going strong.
The clinic involved over 70
youngsters, approximately the same
number as last year, and those figures,
says camp director Lanete Hunt, make
all the free time members_ donate
worthwhile.
"We couldn't stage these clinics
without funds, and that's the In
reason we hold these scramblea--to
raise money," Hunt said. "Someal-it----
goes indirectly, such as buying wind
screens for the courts (the MTA uses
the Murray High courts for all ..its
events), but we always have junior
tennis in mind."
The camp didn't cost the participants
a penny, making it' available for any
junior willing to hold a racket.
The MTA Also tries to help players
with their entry fees and other expenses
when they are involved in Journaments.
Hunt and Doug Lance, another avid
MTA member, realize, however, that
they must have cooperakipn tcan claw_
sources, and they've been getting's,
nothing but that from the beginning.
"Without help from Gary Hohman
{director of Murray Parks and
Recreation), we would have been
helpless," said Lance. "He was in-
strumental in obtaining the use of the
Murray High courts for our programs."
Lance and Hunt also credit-Bennie
Purcell, the Murray State menii tennis
coach, and the Murray High tennis
team with providing-a good deal-al their
_own time- •
Though tennis is an individual game,
events such as Mel Purcell's upcoming
appearance in the Louisville Tennis
Classic (a professional tour event), or
the winning of the girls' state high
school doubles title by Robyn Burke
and Candy Jackson might not have
been possible had indidrituals like those
In the MTA not been as concerened.
"We didn't organize to turn out Mel
Purcells every year ( Purcell Is a past
Kentucky high school champ and now
attends Memphis State University on a
tennis scholarship); players like him
*ail develop very otten." said Lance
"We just want to give any kid that
'Wants it the opportunity to play tennis.
1977 Moneirtree Winner
Oncg again, Dean Lampkins and Paul Thur-
man have designed, built and are ready to
show off the Peoples Bank Moneytree at their
fair booth.
Wholl be there to greet
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The Nuggets (pictured above) and the Nets (below) finished the upper-division girls' softball season with 5-4 records and a tie
for the league title; .
Above, front row, left, ere: Claudio Billington, Jann Washer and Sheridan Shipwash. Center are Judy Garner/Seocey Fulton,
Kelly Lovins and Lisa Mikulcik. Back row are Gene Lovins, coach, Lynn Cothran, Carol Garner, Kim Thorpe and John
Mikulcik, coach. Not pictured are Lee Bryan, Tammy Treas and Donna Rousse.
Below, front row, from left, are: Lynne Loberger, Christine Spann, Allison Marshall, Laura Montgomery and Tina Brandon.
Back row are Gene Garfield, coach, Lisa Outland, Natalie Garfield, Cheryl Rose, Lisa Cunningham, Laura Marvin and Mary Lin-
dsey. Not pictured are Marla Alexander and Leslie Grogan.
Bradley Stilllinsigned; Amateur Tennis Opens
Pb*IAC, Mich. (AP) -
Luther Bradley, the Notre
Dame defensive back who was
the Detroit Lions', top draft
choice, is the only io4ie still
unsigned by the National
Football League team.
'
Detroit's No. 6 pick, mime to
contract terms with the Lions




All Lions' rookies, including
Michigan s' Dwight Hicks, draft choices and free agents, 
were scheduled to report for
training camp at Oakland
University today.
Quarterbacks Greg Landry,
Gary Danielson and Joe,Reed
also planned to report, along
with a group of veterans
injured last-season.
Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant
Italian Spaghetti
Special
With Garlic Bread and '2price on
99




'Super Special For Kids 1 /
Spaghetti and Salad /2 Price
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 P.M.
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good









Pagliai's Pizza • 4,




opened with unrahked Maria
Rothschild of New Jersey
defeating fourth-seeded
Sherry Acker from. the
University of Florida in
straight sets.
•
Miss Rothschild took the
. match 7-6, 6-4 Monday.
In the men's opening match





Conlan of Warren, Ohio, 6-4, 6
2
Meanwhile, winners of the
National Fast Serve Cham
pionship were Sean Terry of
Dallas and Barbara Barnes of
San Francisco.
• Thursday Morninglodres leopoe
46.116, &e.g..
tem . t
PACCIaston'suto Electric .. Hi 6
Smith's Poultry , "'" 16's 7.t
Itey Kars Inc. . 11 13
Harpoles Grocery & Hardware 11 1
Strari;eiltren tl
Pedal
9171byr ne!c.....eairap eso 6:'
-
Smith's goultry  47
SpokeS Pedal 467
McCuiston's Auto Eli., , 44
NO Imo (.0110. (NC'
Harpoles Grocery & Har1kv arc Soa
6f1r,Spoke & Pedal 
Smith's Roulaotryhe.i.kosc)
Smith's Poultry  -131
andSpokeli Pedal P31
M reuiston's Auto Electric .  125
Gary Rurpekeintou,alrameantera-up 11
 177




Evelyn Bliviin 178s.  44.4,10
Us Williams  11
Evelyn Klivin tat 1.4.00  21
Mary Smith 11
Evelyn Myth,.  481
Mary Smith 
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Mary Mlli i 146
Lois Smith 162
Evelyn Blivin 147
Jeanette WIllliarrs----"  1411
Jean Rland  133
Artnette Ranelltu  132
1.44 Williarm   r  .. 131
Evelyn Rurkeen „ • . IN
Linda Johnson  . 1$1
.11171WreutAnn  1
Complete suspension inspected







Alt-Star Eleitions Beset With Problems
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) - It is
time to change the All-Star
voting procedures to make
this mid-season game a more
meaningful collision between
the American and National
leagues.
On paper, the idea of turning
the vote over to the fans was
certainly a good one and you
can't argue with Com-
missioner Bowie Kuhn's well-
intentioned efforts in that
direction eight years ago.
But, sadly, the fan vote has
become little more than a
popularity contest with
familiar names receiving the
strongest support. That
doesn't always produce the
very best performers in the
first half of the Season. And
isn't that what the All-Star
Game is all about - a game
between two teams of current
stars?
The most flagrant example
of name-voting this year was
the selection of Johnny Bench
as the National League's peared at that position this
starting catcher. More than season. Jeff Burroughs,
2.4 million fans voted the leading the NL in hitting, was
honor to the Cincinnati cat--11th among autfielders
cher, most of them casting because the ballot listed him
ballots while Bench was in a at first base. He compounded
hospital with back problems. that problem by playing for a
mostly 
anonymous Atlanta
• In the last six weeks, while team that lacks the glamour
his vote total was 
mushrooming, Bench played 
and exposure of other clubs.
in rip more than a half dozen 
Players in both leagues
games. He was elected on his 
generally agree that the fans
are doing a poor job with the
-reputation for past ac- 
complishrnents and it is to his 
Alt-Star voting franchise.
credit and good sense that he 
If the fans lose the All-Star
is passing up the game, 
vote, who gets it? The
, allowing Ted Simmons to start
'behind --the the
„National League.
At second base, the NL
starts Joe Morgan, a two-time
Most Valuable Player who is
struggling along this season
with a .254 batting average.
and some nagging injuries of
his own.
There are other examples of
voting injustices. Don Money
is starting at second base for
the American League, despite
the fact that he's rarely ap-
Geruktitis
platers?
Thit Most Valuable Player,
Cy Young Award and Hall of
Fame elections are conducted•
by the Baseball Writers
Association of America. If the
writers -can be trusted With
those important- awards,
wouldn't it follow that tbey
could do a decent job on the
All-Star Voting as well?
The fans and players might-
not be thrilled with the' icisa,
but writers do a oretty Ord
job on their other voceg
tasks. Why not.this one, took
Tops..Deilt,t
NEW YORK - :Vitas
Gerulaitis defeated Phil Dent
6-1, 7-6 in tIte inaugural match
of the Forest Hills Invitational
tennis tournament.
Victor Pecci of Paraguay
routed Ken Rosewall of
Austrailia 6-3, 6-1 in another
firstround match.
The $300,000 tournament, a
World Champions'ip Tennis
event, is being played for the
first time. Officials announced
that 3,800 attended the first
night's matches at Forest
Hills, far below the 12,000-seat
capacity of the old horseshoe




won his first-round match 64,
6-2 against Terry Rocavert in
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Reed Recalls Double Identity
During Detroit Piston Days
baseball -when ji4104-ed for the-rbee-aiise the- seasons-
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK 1AP -r .Ron
Reed doesn't attend many pro
basketball games anymore,
but there was'a time wherfhe
eujoyed the • best seat in the
house.
It was the mid-1960s and the
seat was on the bench of_ the
.-National Basketball
ks.soCiation's Detroit Pistons.
Reed was one of those unique
athletes who • excelled io two
pro sports.
it wasn't that difficult,"
recalls the 6-foot-6 relief
pitcher for the Philadelphia
--Pinnies, "because I was single
at-the time and I had no family
ties whatsoever, other than
my parent's back in Indiana."
after being graduated from
Notre Dame in 1965. Reed was
drafted third by the Pistons
and made the team. But that
left. him with an entire surn7
rnerto
"I wasn't supposed to report
to training camp until Sep-
tember," the 35-year-old
righthander says,- ,'se 'I went
looking for a professional
baseball job."
He found one with the
Atlanta Braves. They offered
him a contract and sent him to
(Class A i•WayerosS, Ga. Reed
managed to get to thePistons'
cainp-- -because the minor
league schedule - ended in
Aligist. He also didn't have
any trouble .making it to
spring training on time since.
the Pistbns were out of the
playoff picture in 1966 and
1987. •
"The 'seasons overlapped a
lit1.4 tit at the major league
level," he said, "but I was still
.i&i. the minor leagues in
Reed, who pitched in five
games for the Braves- While
under -contract with the
Pietons, averaged about 15
minutes playing time a game
in his two NBA seasons. In 118
ganie-s; Reed had 951 points
and 762 rebounds. His most
productive night was 'Jan. 15,
1966 -,24 points and 20
rebound; against the then-
Baltimore Bullets.
During his brief stay In
Detroit he had Dave
DeBusschere and Dave Bing
as teammates. DeBusschere,
like Reed, also played
baseball, spending two years
as a pitcher with the Chicago
White Sox.
'When Dave stuck with the
White Sox he realized it was
-impossible to play both sports
at the major league level
The Reds edged the Cards 3-
2, and the Yanks whipped the
A's 14-4 in the nightcap of
• Kentucky League baseball
Monday night.
The Cards scored two quick
.first-inning runs off Reds' .
*pitcher Shawn McClure, but
he held.them scoreless the rest
of the way. McClure walked
seven and struck out 14.
The Reds tied it in the third,
then made Mike Kondratko's
run-scoring hit in the fifth
stand for the Winning margin.
The Yanks bounced back ̀
from their only season loss iii.
their tall onting to run their
season mark to 12-1 with one
game left to play.
Pistons." overlapped too much, said
Reed, who eventually had the
same choice but chose the
other sport. •
Bing's rookie season was
Reed's final one in the 'NBA.
"I'll never forget that season
with him," Reed recalled. "I
got hit in the forehead, the
nose and the ctrest with all his
'All hpasses. you adt d o o was
get open and he would get the
ball to you.
Reed 'got the message. He.
figured his chances for
longevity ' Were greater in
baseball. So he ditched the
shorts and kept the spikes.
"I knew it was just a matter
of • time before the draft
choices came in and Fd be
sitting Out. I knew my physical
capabilities and 1 felt there
was no way, over the long
haul, that I could compete__
with these guys."
The winners jumped tor4n
11-0 lead after three innings
and coasted for the victory.
Pat Wilson laced two
doubles, and Scott Nix added
two singles for the winners.
The Kentucky League
season concludes 'after games
on Thursday and Friday.
The remaining schedule. #
Thursday Cubs vs. A's: 'Twins vs.
-Reds.
Friday. Yanks vs. Pirates, Cards vs.
listros.
Cards 200 000-2 1 5
*Reds 002 Ola --3 2 0
Jimmy . Kelly and ,Richard Junes:
Shaun-Mk-lure and Chip Atkins
• 191% 20I-4?Yanks
000 211-4 4 4A Ms ark Vest, Scott Nix ane ChrisT_Pearr)dgettr jories. Sirely; Fiic Whited and
NEW YORK - The
fans called the huge gelding
-•Big Guy;" Bill Shoemaker,
who has been in the irons of
more than 7,400 winners,
- called him the "best horse I've
'ever ridden."
Ah, ...torego. He was, a
racehorse. ..a king that made
the Sport of Kings live uPto its
name for moist of a career that
lasted for 57 races. Much too
brief a time.
At Belmont Park, with dosk
coming on, Forego walked
--aroand-the-shedeiiweAepeeloui
after a fifth place finish -
on4- his third finish worse
than fourth - in the Suburban
Handicap on a sloppy track.
He had been bidding to pats
Kelso as the biggest mon*-
winning thorughbred in
history and become the first
racehorse to hit the $2 million
mark in earnings. _
An onlooker watched- the
gimpy-legged . gelding,- then
quietly asked trainer Frank
Whitely what the future plans
were for the three-time Horse.
of the Year. The answer was a
negative shake of the head.
The answer came Monday.
"The horse was good to us,"
said owner Martha Gerry. "It
is time we were good to hinl."
- And with • that -Forego left-
the rare track and joined
legend.
Whitely, who became
Forego's trainer in 1976 after
Sherrill Ward retired for
repsons of health, said
Forego's retirement wasn't
the- result of his performanee •
in the Pa-mile Suburban July-
4 but was rather a_
"culmination of old troubles,
wear and tear...
Whitely said the Kentucky-
bred son of Forli-Lady
Golconda aggravated his left
- front pastern ( just above the
ankle ) and that Dr. Manuel
.Gilman, the New Y,ork Racing -
Association-- -veterinarian,
confirmed the presence
bone drips there. Forego had
overcome injury throughout
much of his career - chronic
_separnoiditis, of the. left
foreleg, a pulled - Suspensory
figament of that leg and ankle
problems in both forelegs.
And there were the weights.
In 24 starts he carried 130
piauldsv more andition 13. In
his last race he carried top
weight of 132 pounds.
He left with a record of 34
'wing,- nine seconds and seven
thirds and earnings of
si,938,957, second only to
Kelso. soother great gelding
who won five Horse of the
year titles and $1,977,896
before retiring at age of 9 in
1966 after fracturing his right
I runt foot.
But statistics won't tell the
story of Forego. Those who-.
watched him might not be able
to remember his wins or his
earnings, but they're not
likely to forget those patented
.groundgobbling stretch runs
from off the pace. Many fans
were remembering them
. w,ben they applauded the mud-
sphittered gelding after his
final effort.
The Belmont track came up
sloppy for the Marlboro
Handicap Oct. 2, 1976, and
there was concern forego
- would not run. He preferred
his race tracks fast, although
.he won in two of four efforts on
off-tracks. Besides, he was
assigned „a staggering 137
-pounds. •
On the final turn, it looked
like it had been a mistake to
start Forego. "I didn't have,
any real trouble, but at the
three-eighths pole, I didn't
think- I would be in the
money," said Shoemaker. -
':He wasn't takitig'hOld- of the
bit. But in the stretch, he gave
me that run, and it's a beaut.
Brown's Snubbing Of Auerbach May
Mean New Post For Celtic Manager
By DICK BRAADE
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP) - Now it's
Red Auerbach's tutri to keep
new Boston_ _ Celtics owner
John Y. Brown in the dark.
Former Owners of the




last week with Iry Levin, who
is moving the Buffalo
franchise to San Diego.
Brown and Levin then
- unveiled-a multi-player deal
without-consulting Auerbach,
the Celtics' president and
gfine_ral Manager.
AUerbach said Monday he's
not ready to tell Brown if he'll_
stay on after his contract
expires Aug. 1, although the
two have discussed a new
-contract.
. "I've received what's been
described as a 'very at-
ira$1:jve' offer," Auerbach
said of Brown's bid to keep the
president-general manager.
"But attractiveness is in_the.
,eye of the beholder. I want to
talk to him about it."
- Brown called a news con-
.ference at Boston Garden
today but Auerbach said his
"plans will not be announced.
The former Celtics coach Said.
Brown's offer deals with front
office,. control as well as
money.
Auerbach also says he's had
a variety of job offers from
other sources, He won nine
NBA titles as coach of the
Celtics from 1950-66 and was
front office chief for the last
four Boston championships.
The Celtics' general
manager was-in the midst of a
rebuilding plan When Levin
and Brown made their deal.
The controversial trade sent
Kermit Washington, Kevin
Kunnert, - No.-, 1 draftee
Freeman Williams And rights
to Sidney Wicks to Sae Diego.
In exchange. Boston received
Marvin Barnes, Billy Knight
and Nate Archibald..
Acrtirbach-signed Kunnert as
a free _agent, traded for
Washington and -drafted
Williams.
Other members of the
• Celtics front office also waited
to meet with Brown today to
• discuss their states. •
Jeff Cohen, the team's
assistant general manager,
said the staff expects to stay
but had not yet met with
Brown,
Boston finished with its
worst record in history last
season - 32-50 - and Missed
the playoffs. But 'Auerbach
recery negotiated new
contracts for Coach -Tom
Sanders and assistant K.C.
Jones, both former Celtic
players.
but no one toldthe Mets or the
Aces.
- • Both co-champs fell in the
firsti round of the upper-
division post-season tour-.
nament Monday afternoon-
the Mets topped the Nuggets 8-
5, and the Aces beat the Nats
14-9.
The Mets-and the Aces meet
today at .8:30 - p.m  theW
DAYTON'S
PLAYGIROWID
Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida
-Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the states most complete play:
ground for singles and families
alike. Check these features . .
650 ft. on Beach & Ocean
300 Rooms, Efficiencies,
Suites & Apartments
fl Restauraht & Lounge
E-7, Night Club, Dancing &
Entertainment
• 2 PoolS. Kiddie pool &
, Playground
E-1 Volleyball & Shuffleboard
(:) Basketball, Game Room
o Sauna, Exercise Rooms
-0 Gift Shop & Beauty galon
O Color TV & Refrigerator
o Tennis a Gott Privileges
El 65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
The Nats and Nuggets each with three hits, including a 
Service available
D Free chaise lounges
finished in a tie for first place -home run. LaDonna Jones ci Ample self parking '
after regular season play in chipped in three hits, and- C 
it's Daytqna's most complete
&'ne play in our play ground
upper division girls' softball, ' Lynne Beatty added a home -year 'round fun resort!.
Daytona's
run,
Claudia Billington was three
for four for the Nuggets.
Sue Nall rapped five , hital
_arid Liz Hendon belted four tej
help the Aces to their win. I
Mets ' ' 301 020-6 141
Nuggets 122 000-5 13 I
Beth Taylor and JoBeth Oukley: Carol I
Garner and Lisa- Mikulcik, Lynn 1
Cothran
flats 630 000-9 17 I
tourney championship. Jeanette Cooper and Michelle Harris; .•-- --- -,-_, ..:-.- -.., — ..a..
Teresa Dick led the Mets
Lisa Outland and Laura Montgomery,• mum mareuin. ..,
Castaway
BEACH MOTEL 1
2075 S. Atlantic Ave.,
• P.O. Box 7437
Daytona Beach, Fla. 32016 I
Ph. (904) 255-6461
Please send new color
brooture & rate sheet
Name - I
- ces — US- 101 ,14 -11"
City -  State 
* * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * *





















*- Give - a - way
*
Drawing each night f. 115041./* *
Only one ticket WM be drawn each *
nibitt:11 nq winner, amount will be *
added to next night's thawing.. *
Program of Events - •
Tuesday, July 11, 1978
10:00a.m. — Holstein 8 Friesian Cattle Show
7:30 p.m:. 4-Wheel Drive Pull
!Monday, Jrly 12, 1918
io:oo arn. — Jersey Cattle Show
5:00 p.m.. _7- Open Rabbit Show
7•30 p.m. — Family Nate - FREE
Orands fonds -,;efrre-Works Mote Sbow
Thursday, July 73; 1978
1. oo p.m. -Kiddies Day
—8170 p.m. -4-HRFFA Dairy Show
8:00 vin. -Demolition De-by
Friday, July 14, 1978
. 10:00 a.m. - Beef Cattle Shows
7!3Qp.m. - Horse Show
Saturday, July 15, 1978
10:00 a.m. -Form Bureau Day
9:30 a.m. - Horse 8 Mule Pull
7 •00 p m Tractor Pull
















































































DERBY WINNER-Calloway County 1978 Fair Queen Leslee Grogan stands with three
men who brought their vehicles through the rigors of a demolition derby to take top.
honors Monday night at the Murray Calloway County Jaycee Fair. Sammy Pitman, right,
won first place, Greg Mansfield, left, took third and _Kenny Gallirnore won second
place>The county fair continues throughout this week with a Holstein and Friesion
cattle show and four wheel drive pull set tonight and a Jersey cattle show, open rabbit
show and Family Night slated Wednesday, Photo By Jennie B. Gordon
• sillin&•-saii
JUDGING EXHIBITS-Judges at the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair, Operating this
week at the fairgrounds on KY 121N, view some homemaker and agricultueal exhibits
at this year's fair. Those exhibits are just a part of the annual event sponsored by the
PRIZE WINNING JERSEY-Krit Stubblefield shows off his TFA-Crand Champion-Jersey
during cattle judging at Murray-Calloway County Jaycees Fair-Wnday. The fair
opened Monday with a rabbit show mil demolition derby in the evening. It con-
tinues tonight with a four wheel drive pull. Another demolition -derby is set Thursday
night, a horse show Friday night and a tractor pull Saturday night.
PRIZE WINNER-Teresa Rushing of Almo, center, won a $500 prize among those at-
tending the first night of Murray-Calloway County Jaycees Fair Monday. Standing with
- her are Jerry McCoy, president of the fair board, and Leslee Grogan, this year's fair
queen. The fair continues.tonight at the Jaycee. fairgrouncisiocation, °nil 121. nor-













LOE HAVE TO CONCENTRATE!
THAT'S THE SECRET, .




















HAS AWOKE EVER NOTICE'
THAT THE PORTRAT OF












of the Calloway County public
School system took a break
recently from their normal
Wednesday routines.
-They -returned to the
classroom for a workshop on
school plant maintenance and'
custodial services conducted
by the state Department of
Education.
Receiving certificates of
training for attendance at the
workshop were: * Henry
Underhill, Lelland Elkins,
Griffin Lane, James Huie,







care, room cleaning, summer
cleaning, school safety and
energy conservation. Prin-
cipals participated in a
segment dealing with ad-
ministration of custodial
programs.
- The state education
department's unit for
maihtenance and operation




According to unit director _
Tom Dowler, maintenance
and operation of school
building in Kentucky's 181
districts cost more than $60
million- last year. Re said
approximately 3,800 'Jerson*
currently are employed as
school custodians.
"School buildings represent
the largest investment of tax






3.Mptipn plc- 5 Attanipt -
lure 6 Maiden
1? Appellation — loved by
of Atriena Zeus












and cool 16 Spas ,
1* Roam 18 (linseed
19 City-in•Flor- 22 Weird
Ida 23 Hurry
2l) Wants .24 Obtained
21 Actual being 25 Poem
2 , Withered
24 Deity




























29 Native metal 42 Allude lb sheep
30 Make lace Seed coat- 50 River in
35 Ar)irasnged in ingtcd
-44 Nerve 53 Teutonic
36 Periods of work Veity
Some Children Will
Soon Hear Bells Toll
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP1 -
School bells will soon be
ringing for many Kentucky
school children, although they
have been away from classes
less than two months.
With the experience of last
year's severe winter weather
- and all of the lost school
days - still fresh in their
minds, many local school
officials wa,s6,,to get underway
earlier thisyeaN
Several schools will begin
classes in ibur weeks.
Magoffin County gets a jump
on the rest of the state Aug. 3,
when its teachers report for
two days of conferences prior
'to the first day of classes Aug.
We will be calling them
this week to remind them to
get them in," Mrs. Kimbrough
said.
. Other school districts
getting an early start include
Allen County, Clay County,:
Carter County, Cumberlanq
County and Pike County, all,:
opening on Aug. 7, and .
Brerkinridge County,
Cloverport, Casey County, and
Clinton County, all beginning
Aug. 9.
Some school-districts which
didn't 'miss many days. last
year are waiting longer to
begin classes. They. include
Carroll County, the 'latest
district at Aug. 30.
Record Number
"The weather was the main
thing," said Magoff in County Of Women Held
. school superintendent Herald—
Whitaker of the early start.
"Last year we missed 35 days
becausenphe weather."
Even with the 10 calamity
days granted by the state and
the cancellation' of spring
vacation, Magoffin County
students still had to go to
school until June 3, nearly a
month later than originally
'planned.
Thus they will get only a
two-month vacation. But
Whitaker said he has not
heard any complaints from
either students or parents. "I
haven't heard a word," he
_saicL
Acutally, Magoffin County
started just one day later last
year. "If we hadn't- started
early we would have been in
real trouble," Whitaker said.
He said the proposed calender
for the upcoming school year
gives him about 20 days to
play on.
The state Department of
Education has urged- local
school officials to build a_pad
into their-sschedules for the
bad weather, -- including
starting earlier, trimming
Christmas vacations, and not
planning a spring vaeation
until they see how many days
they will miss.
While the calendars are not
required to be into the
Department of Education
until Aug. 15, deputy
superintendent for instruction
Randy Kirnbrough urged the
local officials to have them in
by July 1 this year.
As of Monday, only 27 of the
state's 180 districts had not
sent in tbeir proposed meeting
schedule for next year.
lime 46 Wife Of
37 Mature Geramt
38 Retreat 47 Female ruffs
40 Odor 49 Female
Jobs Last Year
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
government says a record
percentage of working age
women held permanent or
temporary jobs last year.
The Labor Department said
Monday that a record 56
-percent of women age 16 and-
over held jobs in 1977 com-
pared to 55 percent daring
1976. The number of employed
women aged 16 and older rose
from 44.7 million in 1976 to 46.
million last year. The desire to
supplement family incomes
and greater interest in careers
are the main reasons for the




WASHINGTON ,(AP) -- If
it's banned as unsafe in
America, a hazardous U. S.
product stands a good chance
of getting federal permission -
to be seld abroad', ,ctinSumer -
advocate Raplh Nader says.
In a letter to President
Carter Monday, Nader urged
a White House investigation
into what he calls an ex-
panding market for exporting
hazardous products such as
pesticides, drugs and other
consumer goods that fail to
meet U.S. standards. Nader
calls the practice a double
standard - exposing




I, DOYLE MILBY, am no
longer responsible for
any other debts other










Christ is offering for
sale their old church
buildings to be removed
from property. Send
inquiries or hid to Rt. 1,
Box 273, Murray, Ky.





business to better serve
this community and in
doing so, we have moved
to a-new location at 816
Coldwater Road, Phone
753-0180.
1 -2 3 4 3 • 7 6 • 10 11 -
12 13 16




19 " , Free Gift Wrapping























South 13th., Phone 7
...I.
4$ 49 50












WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.
WILL TAKE DOWN TV
antenna tower for the
tower. Call 436-2289.
COLOR PORTRAffs,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets-low as 24 cents, 8
10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking
, lot, use our rear en-
trimm
BIBLE FACTS INC. -
Isaiah 55:6 states "Seek
ye the Lord while he
may be found, call ye
upon him while he is
near:" Now i,s_the time
to seek GOD! Bible
Services Saturdays 3
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MIT IN THE
5 Lost And Found
FOUND grey kitten, 7-8
, %ecru old wearing white
flea collar in vicinity of
1118 Fairlane. Call" 753-













Baxter " collect 319456-
8881 or write MERRIC-
MAC. Box 1277,
Dubuque, Iowa 52001.
T. CALL TOLL FREE if you
Z.- are exfterienced in party










work with field survey
party. Apply in person














deadline, July 21, at .
5:00 p.m. An equal op-
portunity employer
functioning under an
may be picked up in
day-Friday from 13.
a.m. to 5 p.m,. Filing .
ac-
cepting -applications






accepted for cooks and
nurse's aides. Wed-
nesday. July 12 from 9
until 5. Apply in person














Delivery of diesel and
gasoline to farm ac-
counts in • Calloway
County. Must be 21,




live in and ca`re for
unattached invalid lady.




Apply in person only.
SCHOOL TEACHER
NEEDS babysitter in
my home 4-9 p.m. June
and July, 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. during, school year.
Must have own tran-
sportation and willing to
, do light housekeeping.
• Call 753-7868 after 9 a.m.
10 Business Opportunity
$MONEY$ That's what
we make! Our product is
universally known as
the standard of , the in-
dustry. Almost everyone
need it, wants it, can
afford if. Our
representatives work
mainly with  preset
appointments with
prospects who have
expressed in writing an
interest in our products.
Our proven, time-tested,
in-home sales methods
are second to none. All
guess --- work is
eliminated. We can
guarantee success and
high income if you can













), ,scomai met few emir Dm
ale c*"4t tewes. lal
fia mown before are mew woo
leo ere deb., last' Si beet
lefts" wily






Now hiring waiters, waitresses, bus
boys, and kitchen personnel. Apply in
person only at
Dakota Feed and Grain
Five Points in Murray
10 Business Opportunity
WELL ESTABLISHED
BUSINESS for sale due





in making extra money




Mahe 753-9039 from 6
a.m. to 2 p.m., atter 2








RULE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone 759-1406.• ..
13 For Sale Or Trade
WILL TRADE apart-
ment size Kenmore
washer like nett. for a
used 220 volt window air
conditioner. Call 436-
-- 2289,
14. Want To Buy
WANT TO buy used Gym
'Set. Call 436-2742 after
6:00.
WANTED FEATHER
beds .and pillows until
, July 30. Paying top
price. Call 753-7462 from
6-9 p.m.
WANT TO BUY STAN-
DING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre...Call 498-757.
15 Articles For Sale
SWEET CORN also tame
plums. 753-4725.
15 Articles For Sale











chair, box springs and
frame. 753-5599.. ,
s---
'FOR SALE, 1, 5 h. p. rider
mower, brand new.
Phone 753-2911.
MRS BUTS ALL Of nut
• roam Need Penn
- Liberty Wind
1 Abotlalie MAO
I Large Peony nig.
1 - WWII 1943 Peony
1 • W. B. Parties
Were In) og
1 • Watilon *chef
1 -13Mist Penn ri yrs.
1- 1/411S Pour, (we)
1 -her, 1914-13 Iowa
Deo Poway
I • S Mat pony - TS yrs.
Pia free two $ se
Phis Ow free Gift
Pb. Our Free Deeeleer•
Seed ti.3.,S wed .15 Porter
to
JIM CieleN040 & CO.
Soft i Pie Md. rerewert Mop
Senotee. p.. ION
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners, -1)411
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
.1551.
2 trhce
huh of nfrigeraers- up
rights ow/ dent type deep
I r , side by side
--111friprOW. We bon 3 sir
cenditiners, 4 sishwookors,
nefrieennots ran from $75 to
S150, dishwasher rim from
$50 to $150. 1 Saws alba
oar, 4 oW initiated posh
Omen, big selection of
Met genial items. T9 sets,
fereaild Wed ewes. we std1
Was several sebemil desks
rim*, fawn $I to $i.sq.,
wed whoa loses'. UN TSB-
MS pp to I Matey fad
Trotter.










759=1078 after 4 p.m.
FOR SALE, formica and
Wilatin _art._ larnenated-
plastic, sizes 2'x4' -
4.x12' at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.














22' FRIGIDAIRE side' by
side- refrigerator
freezer, 3 years old,
excellent condition, 436-
2149.
FOR SALE, 36" electric




Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins.
Furniture, 641 North:
19 Farm Equipment
FOR SALE tobacco and




boat, 16i e ft., 175 hor-
sepower Evinrude,
Brown., and ,Aold metal
flake Call 753-8647.
1 6 ' STARCRAFT
Runabout, 4 seats, 60 h.
• p• Evinrude, good shape
with trailer. Phone 753-
7943.
16' FIBERGLASS bass
boat, 140 h. p. Mercury







top boat and motor. Call
753-1261.
1977 ARROW GLASS
"Lark" bass boat, 85-h.
p. Evinrude, - power





$7200 new, asking $4500. .-
753-01a. after 5 p.m.-sr
14" DURO-CRAFT semi-
v bottom, 18 h.p.
Evinrude motor with_
electric start and Moody
trailer with all ac-
 fairies. Call 753-8953.
40 H. P. JOHNSON 1512'
boat and trailer. $350.
Record in fathometer,
125. Call 436-2538. ̀
MUSIC LESSONS: im-
mediate openings :for
piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
,teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons
gge 6 And up - begin-
nere. to' _ advanced.









Selection - quality --
price 'cannot be beat
anywhere. Shop for



























78 MODEL Pioneer SK
650 receiver. Two CS
66G three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 753-
3724 after. 5.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1978 12 X 66 mobile home,
completely furnished,
all electric, $8000 or take
over payments. Call 753-





• dryer-. Very nice. $5000.
753-4074 or 753-1877.
1975 14 X 70 TWO.
bedroom, 2 full baths,
and 34 acre lot. Will sell
separately, $14,500 for





acre lot. This home is
in excellent condition
with many extras.
Located about 3 miles
out of Murray just off 94
E. on Hwy. 280 about 1 /1
miles. First gravel road
past East Elementary,
third mobile home on:
the left. Can be seen
after 5 p.m. and all day
weekends.
12 x 60 ATLANTIC mobile
home and 5 acres.
Partially furnished, 6
miles from Murray, 436-
2149._ _
12 x 36 TWO BR tno6ile
home, 1977 model with
new type insulation, all
electric, $7500. Call 753-
8086.
OWNERS IVIIJST -SELL
1977 Skyline, 14x70. Call
492-8892 after 5 p.m.
1975 MONTE CARLO
deluxe model, 12x65, 2




II x 45 NASHUA, 2 BR,
partially furnished, 100
amp pole, all electric,
$2000. Call 753-0284.
SHETLAND-
FOR SALE by owner f---- mare, 492-8898.
mobile home, 1978
model, never used, 14 x
70, all electric, 2 baths
and 3 bedrooms. Must be
seen to be appreciated.
Call Bob Futrell at 753-
7668 or 75372364.
- 29. Mobile Home Pertals
-COMPLETE 23 channel
Bose station, $125. 436-
2149.
SAIL BOAT; Hurley 21' WANTED RESPON-
". twin keel, guise' with STELE party to take up
new sar1s-4all (606 payment like new color
269-7942 between 10 and . TV. Clayton's (formerly
2 EST. J aid B-Music ),'-753-7575-
OR SALE, 2 bedroom








private parking in rear
and private entrance.
Call 753-4041 after 5 pm.
31 Ward To Rent
LOOKING FOR three'
bedroom house in or out
of Murray. Call 753-8135.
WANT TO RENT quiet
room or apartment in
Murray close to MS11.
Call collect 527-8551.
32 Apartments For Rent
ONE BEDROOM fur-
nished apartment, air
conditioned, next to fair
Grounds, 121 N. 753-31N.
FOR RENT, 1 bedroom
apartment. Section 8,
federally subsized




FURNISHED, one or 2
bedroom, married
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman Apart-
ments, South 16th, 753-
6609.
ONE ROOM apt. fur-
nished. Working man
only $50.00 month. Call
753-3685.
34 Houses For Rent
FOR RENT, unfurnished
..E.,.3-4R home on 34 acre
near Murray, 753-8080.
FIVE ROOM house for
retired or semi retired




available now, no pets.
Call 753-3942.









. SIAMESE KITTENS for











mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Busoiess Rentals
17 X- 50 BUILDING in
Dixieland Shopping
Center with gas heat and
with or without air
conditioning. Call 753-




solid black and all '




home on private 3 acre
wooded tract west of
Murray. Home has




Heat Pump, all modern'
conveniences plus a
rustic, comfortable
design add up to a
pleasant life style for
you. Don't let this op-
portunity pass you buy.






Cover/ ahopeephore yet reedy
ininates from towel Three BR
brick with edWining woods.
Rail beckyord. Carpet over
hardwood is bring room end
bal. Large LI & Master U.
Tile bath. loimediete
po ion. Only $34,500
New ban he Rena - newiy
resedsbd 2 bedroom IAN*
ea eerier let. Neiecadni gee
Wet, morel sir, won in•
seined, oirminnin
•with steno whalines-




and more lots.. Just
listed in lake area "nice
sized" lots for building.
Priced from $2,395 to
$4,500. Also lots fronting.
on Hwy. 80 east of
Hardin. .200 x 250... only




DREAM - Get ready to
move into one of
Murray's sharpest and
most spacious homes.
This house has three




heat and central air, a
private patio and an
intercom for 'something
Atm. It would be our
pleasure to show this





Insurance & Real Estate




SELL? it -you've beep--
thinking of selling why




from our five full-tim,
sales representativeal
We have clients waiting
to purchase all types of
Real Estate so let us




make buying and selling





WE HAVE JUST fisted a
reasonably priced two
bedroom time in a
- central location. This is
_ in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown-,






REALTOR, 206. N. 4th.
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531





Wits i The Friendly Touch"
B. V. Bi-level, loaded
with qirality. 3




peace and quiet in this
scenic location. Owner














.NESDAY, July 12, 7:,
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NEW LISTINGS AT KOPPERIM REALTY
A SIXTH SENSE?
Yes, a sense of pride in owning this extra sharp 3
bedrooni brick home on the West side of Murray.
Keep cool this summer acid cozy next winter with
central heat and air. Attached garage & covered
concrete patio, attractive carpeting, wallpaper
and paneling throughout home. This will sell
fast' Phone us today' 30's
HOUSE AND 147 ACRES
Located near Kentucky Lake and haviaa. TV.A
frontage, this is an opportbnity to own your
private farm with easy access to swimming.
boating and fishing on beautiful Kentucky Lake.
Honie is very attractive and Is situated on lovely
wIloded lot. Also a restorable log house is on





Don't miss seeing this neat and attractive 3
bedroom home witidtxmical natural gas
heat, full basement, ckyard and a price
sure to please. An excellent starter home or good
retirement home located on quiet street in good
neighborhood. 20's.
WANT TO MOVE UP AND OUT?
New listing in prestigious Oaks Estates. If you
want a house that is different from your neigh-
bors, see this one' Three beautiful bedrooms,
large bathrooms, stereo intercom, heat pump
and a large_ upstairs game rOom. All this phis
'fireplace, extra storage and well decorated - call




Here Is that rare honie-buying opporturtily- of
good home plus acreage plus closo-t'6town
location at a reasonable price. Three bedroom
brick home with central heat and air and low
utility bills. Lots of the g .Nat outdoors with apple
trees, garden spots andlutside building suitable
for horse stable or storage, Phone us right away!
LAKE LIVING •
Extetginely attractive A-Frame home .near Ken-
tucky Lake. Lovely landscaping and manicured
lawn. Franklin stove in family room, lArge con-
crete patio and wooden deck. Priced in the 20's.
SMART STYLE4MART BUY
"Quality plus" best describes this new 3
bedroom, 2-bath home located in Hazel.
Fireplace with heatalator, built-in appliances,
custom built cabinets, heat pump, thermopane
windows are only a few of the quality features of
- this home. The price is right! 30's.
KEYED TO CONVENIENCE
ImmacWaste 3 bedronm, 2 bath home with cen-
tral heat and air, den with fireplace, attached
garage. Attractive design and decor throughout.
Extra, Extra: large modern workshop building
with concrete floor and 220 wiring. Quality home
- Good value Priced in the high 30's.
KOPPERUD 
24 Hr. Phone, --
REALTY Ph. 753-1222
SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS
Grocery-Gas Station with excellent income
potential, located on busy Highway 94, 12 miles
from Murray near Kentucky Lake. Store has
thriving fresh produce business, greenhouse for
plant and flower sales, fishing equipment and
bait sales, trucks for Min' sporting ptoddce. This
is A well-established business and an excellent
income producer. All operating figures furnished
upon request.
55 ACRES
Located just off Highway 280, approximately 51.1
miles front Murray. Approximately 30 tendable

















































































Harry Patterson 492-8302 - Bill Rayburn 759-4900 • Geri' Andersen 7537932' George Gallagher 753-8l29 itopperud 753-1222










































































112 N. 7TH STREET. 3
bedroom brick on very





borhood but zoned B-2





ITNE NELSON MOATCO. REALTORS759-1707Uncle Jeffs Stopping Coate
leSTABLISHEDBUSINESS




let this opportunity of a











With The Friendly Touch"
RETIREES DELIGH-
T.. . A delightful set-
ting, 1 acre only 2
miles from lake, has 2
bedroom mobile home
plus a 2 bedroom fur-
nished cottage for
1








Estate 105 N. 12th.
pp
PAINT YOU A FUTURE
of Success! A long-








wooded lots on Con-
cord Roar!. Two
miles from Murray.
One 12:1 x 50, one 120
x 306. Prefer to sell
as one lot. Call 75:i




South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531E151
NEW LISTING in New
Providence. Older home -




and air conditioner. All
for only - $15,750.
Potential and
possibilities abound.








901 Sycamore Murray, Ky
BEAUTIFUL WOODED
ACREAGE WITH
everything you need to
start cattle ranch or hog
operation. Two year
round spring supply
fresh water. 144 acres of
lush greenery. Several
small out buildings. Call
us and take a look
LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 7531492.
COTTAGE ON LAKE; 2
BR partly furnished at
Panorama Shores. On




HOME - FOR A
GROWING ̀FAMILY ---
four bedroom, 21.5 bath
home on Main Street










10 cleekts. This home is
siWe to be a pleasant
iiirprise! Let us show it









NEW OFFICE Helms -
Monday-Friday - 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00






410N 4th Ph. 75J 8346
43 Real Estate
FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres Vs mile south of
Wiseharts Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy





^dock. 2 lots. 2.8 miles





2 Bedroom home in Hazel,
nice neighborhood,
nicely landcaped lot, has
been termite inspected.
Ideal for starter home or
rental property, $13,900.












on outside & com-
pleted bath, rest of
house with slucLs. Deep
- well. Concrete boat 1
•
1979 United Feature Syndicate. Inc
19 Used Cars I Trucks
.1967 PONTIAC station




all power and air, 753-
8255 after 500 p.m. Also
1970 VW.
1965 FORD Mustang,
$450. 1963 GMC "2 ton











Owe few* maser -
Est sublease sepetwitt Coaled:
*elema throat
c'l Ths Nese Sleet C. haws lb-
di iiirs %eat Confer
-P.O. lei 1051. New 77 42071.
CAI 751-1717.
44 Lois For Sale
LAKE LOTS or le fy
owner. Lakazfront and
Lake- view, several to
choose from on Ky. Lake
at Barkley Lake.
erms available. Call
James, Bob, or Jinuny
Futrell at 753-7668 or 753-
2394.
LARGE SHADED lot on
Doran Road, 1.14 acres
or 180 x 275 could well be
the best residential lot
left in town. Call James
or Bob Futrell at 753-
7668 or 753-2394.
FOR SALE by owner; lot
_ for mobile home, septic
-tank, city water, electric
service pole, driveway,
Sewed down, ready for






Bob, or Jimmy Futrell





Fkored sad ready. Up to 12 x 74. Also born style, (Mk's. cottspoes,
ma% Moani ono, and patios"or u.autto, pro oil completely eerie
to .s,,mbl. up to 211 60 Buy the bout for hiss
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
,_43wner has other interest. Price
$110,000. •
.0hie Valley Real Estate







FORSALE by owner; Lot
miles east of
Murray. City water, no
restrictions; not in
subdivision. ea41 *Bob
Futrell 753-7668 or 753-
2394 •
45 Firms For Sale
FOR SALE by owner; 65
acre farm in New
Concord. 750 ton silo, 3
phase current, fine deep
well, beautiful buildthg
site for home, very
scenic, approximately
40 acres tendable, ad-
joining TVA. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
Futrell at 753-7668 or 753-
2394.
46 Homes For Sale
FOR SALE 2 bedroom
stone house. Ap-
proximately 3 acres,
located 641 N. Call 753-
6458.
HOUSE FOR SALE by
owner. 1614 Kirkwood
Dr. 3 bedroom, 1'2
- bathe, I,V, entry hall,
den with dining area,
kitchen with build-in
-stove and plenty of
cabinet space, utility
room, electric heat,
fenced back yard with
401 shed and 10
- producing fruit trees
Call 753-8128 or 753-7906.
"HOW WOILD ROSALYNN
SAY VT?
46 Homes For Sale
FOR SALE, new duplex.
Call 753-4449.
FOR SALE by owner,
nice 3 bedroom Holiday
Hill stone house on extra
large lot. Large den,
living room, 2 large




plenty of closet and
storage,: carpor.t ..and
large covered patio,
black top drive f -
court basket baVand
-pool, also was -Dryer
and TV tow,pI included.
'Posses* with deed.
For infOrmation call 489-
2*




gas heat, quiet area with
shade, patio with gas
grill. Over 2000 feet
living area and large
garage. In Bagwell
Manor, call 753-9602.
HOUSE FOR SALE by
owner, 444 N. 17th St.,
Murray.
FOR SALE by owner
brick house, 2 large BR
downstairs, 2 BR up-
stairs, 2 baths, 1 new
large dining and living
room combination,
extra large sunny_ kit-
chen with more than
usual cabinet space and
new built-in desk, wood
burning fireplace has
gas logs, all new carpet,




concrete drive with new
carport, very large back
yard with new fence 2
plum trees and grape
vine full, plenty of shade
front and back. Owner
leaving state first of
August , immediate
possession. 753-0460.
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
new on market brick, 3
bedrOorn carpeted,•walk
in closets, 2 baths, 2 car
garage with a storage
room, central gas heat
and electric air, entry.
hall; living room, large
den viltwood burning
fireplace and dining
area, kitchen with dish-
FORD customized van.










1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
46-2262 or 753-8078.
48 Automotive Service
TRUCK 1' E Sale -
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus ;2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,




farm tire service, truck
tire service, front end
alignment, brakes,




49. UsA Cars S. Trucks
1974 FORD _CAPRI, new
tires good condition.
Calt4V2-8890 after 5 p.m.
1972 MERCURY wagon,
runs good with trailer
towing package.. Call
436-2632..
FOR SALE, 1974 Old-
smobile Royale, power




FOR SALE 1954 FORD
pick-up truck flat head
V-8 motor fully restored
to original condition. ••-
New uptiblstered and
carpet. AM-FM radio
and 8 track tape player.
Real good tires. Call




1172 OLDS Delta 88, 4-
door, hard top, has AM-













RABBIT 2 Door hat-
chback deluxe. Car is in
excellent condition with
25,000 actual miles. Red
exterior with white-
washer, and disposal, interior. $2450.00
built-in stove with hood, 354-6217 after 4
food center and mant 
cabinets, utility room N19741 PACER auto, a-c
with , built-in cabinets, AM-FM, buckets, low




Place, 753-0196 or 753-
Call 1-
THREE ROOM furnished




PER 650 engine. New
inside and out Built
and painted by Jim
DeFew. a rigid frame,
Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome. Ridden






sales has the new
fiberglass cargo cover,
Hwy 80 East, Mayfield,
Ky. 247-8187.
R MORE PROMMIEE RESULTS
1972 BONANZA camper,
18', self contained. Call










dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts . and accessories.
Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-








repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall





ficient service. No job








TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating,





Nd costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we









Two desks, 4' x Mtwara, fillag cabinet, Karate
Equipment, lockers, Morley cases. Many
unusual items.
Call 753-2594 after 6 p.m.
_
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
512,000 per year Do you hove o family) Do you
wont and need more income' We have ci 512,000
per year part time business opportunity for you. No
investment. Regional expansion progrom. Call or
write NATIONAL SAFETY ASSOCIATES, 3637 Park
Ave., Suite 210. Memphis, Tn. 38111. Call collect:1
800 238 5329 or 1 901 458.3315
51 Services Offered
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
FOR YOUR -sePik fiat
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John




awnings, • carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-











strtiction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
or night 442-7026.
GUTTERING BY SEARS
-- Sears continuous gutter
installed per your
specifications. Call




ALL TYPES -backhoe and
septic tank, work. Field






Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
p.m.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753,2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
INSULATION BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these bigh heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimates.




--reasonable rates, I do
the work myself. Call
753-1603 after 5 p.m.
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 and 3:30, ask
for Shelly.





free estimates call 753-
1537. .--
WILL DO full-time
babysitting in my home,
(live in country).
References. Call 435-
.4150 after 5 p.m
RENT RINSENVAC
N. sew "do-ls•essursoff"
lestfel chows carpets us...
11111111Y -
as pound portable power-
-house does all thOmmi
ra s_and vaceurns
out deepen.", dirt and









• fraction of the cost
YOUSAVE VP TO00 PRR ROOM X




B & J HYDRAULICS.
Service calls or in-shop
repair of • hydraulic
parts, jack rebuilding,
prices starting at $17.50.





hauling. Call collect 437-
4756.
















female, had all shots.
753-6182.
B & J HYDRAULICS
We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment. We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.





737 Vine St. -3 bedroom home which is presen-
tly rented newly decorated, lovely stone
_ fireplace with heatolatoe, large lot with.off street
parking.
Faxon Rd. - New listing 3 bedioom brick and
frame home on AL2 acres. Home has den with
fireplace, living room, kitchen, dining area,
utility room. Included is 24 x 34 double garage ,
with gas heat and air eompressor. Also 24 x 34
pole barn ideal for horses. Acreage is_teneed •
with hot wire. Must see for only $32,500.
4/a1
11/4/100/0
112 N. 7th St. ---Here isa.3 bedroom horrie in area
of nice homes but zoned B-3 for future. baths,
dining room, living room, kitchen, basement. 2
storys only $20,500.
Mt. Carrnel Rd. - Drastically reduced for quick
sale. Log home very rustic, 3 bedrooms, kitchen,
living room with lovely fireplace, basement, all
on 1 acre. 00,506.
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Kleier, has announced • his
Intentions to seek the
Democratic nomination for
the office of Lieutenant
Clovernor. The announcement
was made to recent
gatherings of the Jefferson
County Legislative Delegation
and the Jefferson County
Democratic Executive
Committee in Louisville.
Kleier has eked his ten
years as a member of the
Kentucky General Assembly,
six years as Chairman of the
Jefferson County Legislative
Delegation, ten years as a
member of the House Cities
Committee, and four years as
Chairman of the Health and
Welfare Committee, as having
'given him the necessary




Kieier stated,  "I have
traveled— extensively
throughout the state and I am
knowledgable of the problems
MHS Summer Band
Schedule Announced
facing the state and define ri
Kentuckians. I am COONIONI
that as voters review iley
record in the legislature thay
will find that my service bia
been one which reflects fie*
interests."
Representative Kleier Is
fifty-one years old and is
married to the former Louie.
Nall. They have six children
and four grandchildren. He
attended St. Xavier High
School and Bellarmine College
in Louisville. He has operated
an insurance agency for State
Farm Insurance Company for
twenty-three years.
A formal announcement of
his candidacy will be made in
the near future, at which time
he will announce his campaign




Capt. Lance E. Booth, son' of
Col. Lance Booth, Route 5;
Murray, recently was
presented the Air Assault
Sadie upon graduation from
Murray High School Band the Air Assault School at Fort
-Director Buddy Light has Campbell._
announced a summer Trainees learned to rapidly
schedule for rehearsals prior and safely exit a helicopter
to the upcoming school year. from a variety of difficult
- The schedule is: situations. Whether descen-
July 18 — Band parents ding into tree tops or lowering
—meeting and music rehearsal themselves or injured soldiers
- at tiforray }ugh, 7p.m.; ----dawn sheer drops, the- -- - Rev. Tueker is a native of
• July 25—Music rehearsal at graduates are highly -Graves County and is a
Murray High, 7 p.m. proficient. graduate of Wingo High
July 31-Aug. 3 — Col. or Booth entered the Army in
guard camp; June 1970 and reCeived his
Aug. 1 — Music rehearsals cornmission through the
at Murray High, 7 p.m. ROTC program.
Aug. 7 — Pre-band camp at The captain recieved a
Murray High, 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. degree in history in 1970 from
Aug. I3-Aug. 19 — Band Murray State University.- -
camp at Lambuth College in His wife, Lan, is wtth him at
Jackson, Tenn. the fort.
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The Rev. Daniel H. Tucker
ha % recently assumed his
duties as pastor of Martin's
Chapel-Good Shepherd United
Methodist Churches. He
comes here from the Chri:st
Ufftted monodist Church..
Mayfield.
The new 'minister has
pastored churches in western
Kentucky and Tennessee, and
has, preached at numerous
revivals throughout the area.
In 1975 his church sent Rev.
Tucker and his wife to tour the
Holy Land where he took
numerous pictures and slides
that he has shared with
organizations. He said he was
looking forward to becoming a
part of the community and is
now residing at 215'7 South
16th Street, Murray.
School. He recieved his
Bachelor of Arts degree in
religion from a college at
Bethany, Okla., and did his
seminary work at Emory
University, Atlanta. Ga.
He has served ether
pastorates of the area in-
cluding Hardin, Symsonia,
Milburn. Pryorburg, and




Federal State Market News Service July
11,1978
Kentorky Parches' Area Hog Mattet-
Report Inclines S Baying Statical@
Receipts- ACT. Ma WI' 475 SIMITIPWS 1.
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lower
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Vance Flies To Geneva In
Attempt To Push SALT Talks
WASHINGTON (AP) — Secretary of
State Cyrus R. Vance flew tk, Geneva
today to see if he can make headway in
slowing the nuclear weapons race
despite steadily souring relations with
the Soviet Union.
Trials of top Russian dissidents
Anatoly Shcharansky and Alexander
Ginsburg clouded an already com-
plicated Vance mission, but he said the
imperatives of preventing nuclear
Inquest...
annihilation left him no alternative but
to go ahead with the negotiations.
But while in Geneva, Vance will meet
with Shchransky's wife Avital in a
gesture of support for Shcharansky and
other Soviet dissidents, said a U.S.
official who declined public idea
tiffeation.
Over the last several months the two




The sheriff testified that when he and
the deputy arrived, Pickel was in a
pickup truck and attempted to back out
of the driveway. He indicated that he
backed up and parked his cruiser
'beside. the pickup. Both he and the
• deputy got out of their.car_and ran to
the truck, he to the driver's side and the
deputy to the passenger's tide.
Morris said he attempted to put the
• truek in forward and tried to turn -off
the ignition, telling Picket he had a
warrant for his arrest.
The sheriff said Pickel pulled a .
butcher knife as he was getting' out of
the truck. Morris testified he and the
deputy talked to Picket for some two
minutes trying to get him to drop the
_knife and come with them.' "Dgptity
Holmes told him two or three times to
come on that he needed help. But he
said, '!don't need any help. I don't have




Morris said at about that point_ Pickel
looked at him and at the depay, then
hinged toward the deputy with the
knife. • •
The deputy reiterated the sheriff's
testimony. He testified he saw the knife
rn Picket's hand before pulling his
weapon.
Although Mrs. Pickel contended
Holmes had ,his weapon drawn before
Picket pulled the knife, Mrs Picket's
mother, who testified that she had been
beaten by Pickel, said the knife was
pulled before the weapon.
Holmes testified that the distance
between he 'and Plekel made it im-
possible to attempt' to shoot the man
either in the arms or legs. "There was a
possibility of a miss.. . diking the time
Mr. Pickel started .at me, my only
thought was to stop him."
...Testimony 'during the hearing in-
Former MSU Professor
Is Awarded 1st Prize
Roman V. Prydatkevytdi of
Owensboro, an 93-year-old
violinist-composer who
retired from Murray State
University . in 1985, won first
prize in the first biennial
Clifford Shaw Memorial
Competition for Kentucky
Composers, sponsored by the
Kentucky Federation of Music
Clubs recently.
Prydatkevytelt was the
oldest of the people who ca-
tered the content. -
His art song, "Spent:Sty,"
used a text written by the late
Rabble Max Kaufman of
Paducah.
Prydatkevytch came to
Kentucky to teach at Murray
State University in 1948. After
retiring from Murray State,
he was a visiting professor for
four years at Kentucky
Wesleyan College.. •
Prydatkevytch toured
Europe in 1970 for a series of
recitals, accompanied by his
daughter Harms Kushar.
The composer has written
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three symphonies and expects
to finish a fourth soon, he said.
The composer was born in
1895 in Ukraine, completed his
studio' in 1917 at the Acideniy
of Music in...Vienna. He came
to the United States in 1923.
The &imposer studied at
Curtic Institute of Music in
Philadelphia and made his
debut in New York City's
Town Hall in 1930, performing
a violin concert including two
et his own lempoNNene
The Kentsdky Pedseedes of
Music Club compositiem
contest was established as a
memorial to Louisville
composer Clifford Shaw. The
winner of the contest gets a










- HISTORIC SPAN •
WHEELING, W. Va. (AP) —
The historic Wheeling Bridge,
;constructed in MG as the na-
tion's first long-span cable sus-
pension connector, still stands,
linking this city with its neigh-
boring island more than half- ,
way across the Ohio River.
Built with money raised by
$25-a-share stock sold to Wheel-
ing citizens, the bridge has
served as a model of wire cable
suspension design.
dicateci Mrs. Pickel, who witnessed the
shooting, was standing some distance
behind the deputy. Testimony also
indicated the deputy verbally warned
the man twice. The deputy said he felt
he had no choice but to fire his weapon.
Morris testified at one point that
because his cruiser and the truck were'
almost side-by-side, it would have been
impossible to have gotten to Pickel from
the rear. Testimony indicated Pickel.
was standing with his back to the
pickup.
Mrs. Picket's mother, Mabel Creed,
said she thought the deputy was forced
to shoot. She testified that if the sheriff
and deputy had left the scene, she
would have been afraid for he own life.
Testimony in the hearing also came
from Bonnie Bishop Picket's niece and
Susan Pickel, the daughter-in-law of the
deceased.
unerals 
Mrs. Betty P. Hood
Dies At Age Of 55;
Funeral Is Today
Mrs. Betty Phillips Hood,
wife of Col. Oliver Hood of
Springfield, Va., died
Saturday at a nursing home
there. She was 55 years of age
and her death followed an
illness of about three years.
progress toward a treaty to limit their
long-range bombers and inter-
continental ballistic missiles.
As Vance prepared for his meetings
with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A.
Gromyko on Wednesday and Thursday,
the Carter administration weighed a
decision 
assault. mother, 
ways to protect U.S. The deceased is survived byland-
based missiles potandal_Russtin—,—hef husband, Col. Hood, her
Mrs. Lucille Gregory,-
yrom
one. daughter, Mrs. Melissa
DePoix, and one grandson,
Nathaniel DePois, all of
.Springfield, Va.; two sons,
Russell Hood, Sacramento,
Calif., and 0. C. Hood, Jr.,
Jackionville, Fla.
MMrsrs..C.HL°°d. Shais rthboeronuigech eanodf
the daughter-in-law of Mrs.
Mary Lee Hood, both of
Murray. _She was a graduate
of Murray State College.
Funeral services are being
held there today, and burial




Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 357.8,
up 0.1.
Below dam 302.2, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 357.9.
Below dam 306.6, down 1.0.
Sunset 8:18. Sunrise 5:46.
. ADVERTLSEMENT
Hearing toss
Is Not A Sign
Of Old Age
Chicago. flI.- A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced t)
Beltone. A non-operating
model of the smallest Beltone
aid of its kind will be given ab-
solutely free to anyone an-
swering this advertisement
True, all hearing problems
are not alike.. . and some can-
not be helped, but Malli
So, send for this free model
now, and weer it in the
privacy of your own home. It
is not a real haring aid, but it
will show you how tiny hearing
help can be. It's yours to keep,
free. The actual aid weighs
less than, a third of an ounce,
and it's all at ear level, in one
. unit. -.
*These models are*free, so
we suggest you write for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there
Is no cost, and certainly no
obligation. Thousands belie
already been mailed, so write
today to Dept. 2861, Belton'
Electronics Corp., 4201 W. Vic-
toria, Chicago, SOS&
MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
"Appliances Are Our Only Business'''
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS
212 EAST MAIN ST. PHONE 753-1586
GENERAL ELECTRIC 2-Speed,



















































If you think service is an important part of
your purchase you will think it's important to
shop Murray Appliance.
90 Days Same As
Cash Up To 24 Months to Pay
*Free Delivery











































































' But the seer
r willing to look
\ that proposed
such as some
capital gains
